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ABSTRACT
Surface bio-contamination is a serious problem which contributes to outbreaks of nosocominal
infection. An effective antimicrobial surface coating can significantly reduce the average surface
population of pathogens available for transmission to a susceptible host. To respond to these
problems, a functional antibacterial surface has been developed. For the use in medical devices,
food industries, aviation sector and many other areas, a strong antibacterial property is required
for the surface coating to effectively resist bacterial colonization. Recently, the introduction of
new silver based antibacterial surfaces has drawn more attention not only for their non-toxicity
of the active A g ion to human cells but also of their novel ability of being a long lasting biocide.
A synthetic zeolite and three other natural zeolites have been selected in this work as carrier
materials for silver. Silver acts as the active material that is incorporated within zeolite and
blended with ultrafme polyester resin. It shows strong antibacterial properties against
Escherichia coli. A commercially available sample has been selected to compare with all the
experimental results. ICP-OES analysis shows the highest silver concentration being within the
ion exchanged synthetic zeolite. Different polyester ultrafme powders have made with different
ion exchanged zeolites and their antimicrobial efficacy tested by repeated use of the same coated
chips followed by washing with liquid detergent and water. For final formulation, silver was
incorporated into natural zeolite LBN (chabazite) through ion exchange with 0.05M silver nitrate
for 24 hours at pH below 5.0 and IPC-OES analysis confirmed the amount of silver as 0.52% in
the ultrafme coating powder. SEM and EDX analysis also show the uniform distribution and
amount of silver within the coating respectively. The durability of coated chips show more than
99% reduction of microorganism even after ten consecutive uses. The coated chips were also
characterized by checking the effectiveness against autoclave tests and accelerated weather tests
as well as the antibacterial efficiency for each condition.
For high efficiency, the coating needs to have a certain amount of active component. The
controlled silver release capability of the formulated coating with this concentration of silver is
promising compared to the commercial counter parts. These coated surfaces have shown uniform
homogeneous antibacterial properties with excellent durability for extended period.
Keywords: Zeolite, Cabazite, Silver, Ultrafme Powder coating, Ion exchange, Antimicrobial,
Durability
in
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction to Ultrafine Powder Coating Technology
Powder coatings have been developed since the mid 1950s, well established and commonly used
today (Misev, 1991). These coatings are simply dry paints formulated with resins, pigments and
additives similar to the solvent borne paints with the exception of no solvent present. Powder
coating is environment friendly because of no VOCs emission, low cost and 98% over sprayed
powder can recycle. Thermo plastic and thermo setting are two different classes of powder
coatings that are available. Thermo plastic can melt upon heat exposure while thermo setting
polymers melt and chemically react, unable to re-melt. These two types make the majority of the
powder coatings (Berins, 1991).
There are four different types of powder coating processes; among those, electrostatic spraying is
the most commonly used technique (Hughes, 1984). In this process powder particles are
electrically charged, thereby repelling each other and spreading themselves evenly as they exit
the spray nozzle. The particles are sprayed onto a grounded target with aerodynamic and
electrostatic forces. Finally these charged particles deposit on the target and cure at 200°C to
form hard coatings (Bailey, 1998).
Electrostatic powder coating technology is used to get a protective and attractive finish over a
wide range of materials and products that are using in many industrial and consumer
applications. The appearance of the coating is largely dependent on the particle size. Commonly,
mean particle size between 30pm to 60pm is used in traditional powder coating processes. Its
Jinability in applying fine and ultrafine particles always limits this application to a thicker and
roughened coated film represented by texture of “orange peels” (Jing, 2010). However, the
increased demand for ultrafine powder coating in many different areas needed for finest and
uniform surface appearance. Fine and ultrafine powders of mean particle size between 10pm and
30pm are capable of forming a very thin and uniform coating which is comparable to liquid
coatings (Zhu and Zhang, 2004). Ultrafine powder is preferred over regular size due to
augmented physical and mechanical properties possessed by the final coating.
1

1.2 Antimicrobial Activity
Bio-contamination is a constant risk in a healthcare environments. The general public is
concerned about bacteria and a large percentage considers food contamination to be a serious
health risk. More illnesses are caused from bacteria which are resistant to antibiotics. Microbes
are continuously being transferred from inanimate fomitic objects to human hands and vice
versa. Infections are caused when these objects come in contact with contaminated surfaces. The
importance of hygiene in personal health care is also a growing concern due to the increasing
alertness in certain areas, for example: hospitals, residences, schools, food processing areas etc.
Antimicrobial coating is a possible solution to provide protection against the growth of
microorganisms in a wide range of applications. Bacteria, viruses, fungi or algae produce bad
odour, discoloration of the surface, dirty surfaces and develop mildew. These lead to degradation
or corrosion of the base material in most cases. To find solution for these issues by producing
very effective and durable surfaces in certain applications is the demand of present time. Silver
is known to be a safe material for human uses and also very effective against a broad spectrum of
micro-organisms. Antimicrobial coated surfaces in contamination prone areas like hospitals and
medical related devices, fixtures and tools could help in preventing the spread of bacteria and
viruses and in turn reduce the risks of infection, disease and death. The requirement for an
efficient, durable, simple and cost effective surface coating against this microbial contamination
is needed.
Firstly, the production of a functional antimicrobial surface coating is very important in terms of
method of coating on to the substrate and the type of active component used. Typically, most
sanitary cleaning products utilize an organically based biocide agent. Continuous use of organic
compounds to inactivate or kill bacteria becomes a serious global health threat as bacteria start to
build immunity and get resistant to that compound. For example, certain antibiotics which were
once very effective and popular in the past are no longer effective. Not only do organic biocides
give way for possible resistance complications but most are harmful and toxic to humans and
animals. But inorganic components do not have these problems and gradually getting importance
as a potential additive in antimicrobial surface applications. For centuries, there have been
certain heavy metals in use that have shown antimicrobial effects and due to their inorganic and
non toxic properties, their use is ideal for our research purposes.
2

1.3 Objectives
The purpose of this research es to focus on extended applications of electrostatic ultrafme powder
coating techniques in environmental engineering research area. This research is arranged in two
separate parts:
Part I is concentrated on the development of highly durable and functional antibacterial surfaces
Part II is concentrated on characterization of that surface for different applications

The research work was carried out in the specific areas as listed below:
Part I"
* Incorporation of silver as active ion into different types of zeolites by ion exchange process.
* Differentiate thé effectiveness of high and low concentrations of ionic silver loaded in
synthetic and natural zeolites.
* Evaluate inactivation of E.coli by chemically loaded silver ions into natural and synthetic
zeolite type A.
* Compare the formulated ultrafme powder with commercially available sample.
* Optimize the ion exchange conditions by varying concentrations of silver, time and pH
* Optimize formulated powders by measuring the active component, elemental analysis,
antibacterial efficiency, physical and morphological changes including crystallinity.
Part H
* Conduct durability tests of the coating with repeated exposure to microorganism
* Investigate the effectiveness of coated chips after different treatments such as autoclave and
accelerated weather test through antibacterial activity and physical characteristic.
* Compare the final formulation with commercially available sample

3

1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of six chapters and follows the "Integrated-Article" format outlined in the
Thesis Regulation Guide by the School of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies (SGPS) of the
University of Western Ontario. It should be noted that the research of ultrafine antibacterial
powder coating is ongoing. The thesis structure is summarized below.
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction of ultrafine powder coating and antimicrobial activity
with its applications. The project overview is stated, as well as the thesis structure, major
contributions from the research study.
Chapter 2 presents the literature review for detailed knowledge for ultrafine powder coating
technique and its applications. This chapter also provides background information of current
active component for antimicrobial surfaces. Moreover, this chapter introduced preliminary
research work for the applications.
Chapter 3 explains the materials and method used for this research.
Chapter 4 investigates different zeolites ionexchanged capacity with silver nitrate and their
functionality as an antimicrobial surfaces by ultrafine powder coating.
Chapter 5 evaluates the ionexchange conditions for previously selected zeolites to achieve an
effective coating formulation and explain it's affectivity against microorganism for long period.
Surface characterization have been done by considering the autoclave and accelerated weather
testing conditions with the color and appearance change including antibacterial efficacy.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings from this research study and discuss the contributions and
provide scopes for future works.

j 1.5 Major Achievements
Two major achievements of the study can be summarized as below:
* Surface bio-contamination is a serious problem which contributes to nosocominal infections.
To overcome this problem, a functional antibacterial surface has been developed by ultrafine
powder coating technology. Different zeolite samples have been selected as a carrier material
for silver, which was the active material incorporated within ultrafine polyester resin; showed
antibacterial properties against Escherichia coli as a test organism. A commercially available
4

sample has been selected to compare all the results. Different ultrafme powder samples were
made by varying the concentrations of active material and their morphological changes with
elemental analysis were done followed by antibacterial efficiency. Natural zeolite containing
samples (LBN, LBC) showed better durability in case of inactivation of microorganism than that
of synthetic zeolite containing samples, though the concentration of active material in synthetic
zeolite was more than the natural zeolite after ionexchange. Commercial samples did not show
any appreciable and comparable results.
* The introduction of new silver based antibacterial surfaces represent a great challenge for
industries and have captured more attention due to its non-toxicity to human cells and novelty
being a long lasting biocide. Silver was incorporated in natural zeolite LBN (chabazite) through
ionexchange with 0.05M silver nitrate for 24 hours at pH below 5.0 and IPC-OES analysis
confirmed the amount of silver as 0.52% in the ultrafme coating powder. SEM and EDX analysis
also showed the uniform distribution and amount of silver within the coating respectively. The
durability of coated chips shows more than 99% reduction of microorganism even after ten
consecutive uses. The coated chips were also characterized by checking the effectiveness against
microorganism after every autoclaves and accelerated weather condition test.
REFERENCES
Bailey A.G, 1998, The science and technology of electrostatic powder spraying, transport and
coating, Journal o f Electrostatics, 45, 85-120
Berins M.L,1991, SPI plastics engineering handbook of the society of the plastics Industry,
Springer Inc. 5,497-503
Hughes J.F, 1984, Electrostatic Powder Coating, Southampton University Department of
Electrical Engineering, Southampton, 84
Jing Fu, 2010, Study on powder coating particles and development of new powder coating
application methods, in Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, Master of Engineering Science.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Overview
In health care environment, surface bio-contamination is a constant risk which contributes to
outbreaks of community-acquired and nosocominal infections. Faster die-off of pathogens on a
surface can reduce the average population of these pathogens available for transmission to a
susceptible host. Effective chemical disinfection is difficult because it must be applied precisely
and in correct amount. The total process is also time and labor consuming.
Exotic metal like silver has potential uses in biomedical applications, food production, water and
air purification, cosmetics, clothing and many other different household products. Applications
have been extended further and now silver is one of the most commonly used engineered
nanomaterials in consumer products (Rejeski et al. 2009). There are many different forms of
silver nanomaterials in products that include metallic silver nanoparticles (Arora et al. 2008, Chi
et al. 2008, Choi et al. 2008, Hwang et al. 2008, Kim et al. 2007, 2008a, b, Kvitek et al. 2008,
Lok et al. 2006, Raffi et al. 2008, Schrand et al. 2008, Sondi, 2004, Vertelov et al. 2008), silver
chloride particles (Choi et al. 2008), silver impregnated zeolite powders and activated carbon
materials (Cowan et al. 2003, Inoue et al.2002, Yoon et al. 2008 a, b), dendrimer-silver complex
and composites (Bajpai et al. 2007, Damm et al. 2008, Hlidek et al. 2008, Jin et al. 2007, Kim et
al. 2009a, b, Kvitek et al. 2008, Navarro et al. 2008, Nita, 2008, Sambhy and Sen, 2008, Naidu et
al. 2007), silver and titanium dioxide composite nano powders (Yeo et al. 2008) and silver
nanoparticles coated onto polymers like polyurethane (Jain et al. 2005). All of these forms of
silver exert antimicrobial property to some extent through release of silver ions. Silver
nanoparticles might exhibit additional antimicrobial capabilities not exerted by bulk or ionic
silver (Chen et al. 2008).
Silver nanoparticles have been proved as an effective biocide against- 1) wide range of bacteria
such as Escherichia coli, Staphylococcuus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermis, Leuconostoc
mesenteroides, Bacillus subtilis, Klebsiella mobilis and Klebsiella pneumonia (Benn, 2008,
Chen, 2008, Falletta, 2008, Hermandez-Sierra, 2008, Ingle et al. 2008, Jung et al. 2009, Kim et
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al. 2007, 2009a, b; Kvitek et al. 2008, Raffl et al. 2008, Yang, 2009); 2) Fungi such as
Aspergillus niger, Candida albicans, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Trichophyton mentagrophytes
and Penicillium citrium ( Kim, 2007, 2008a,b, 2009a, b, Roe, 2008, Vertelov ef al. 2008, Zhang
et.al 2008); 3) Viruses such as Hepatitis B, HIV-1 Syncytial virus ( Elechiguerra et al. 2005, Lu
et al. 2008, Sun et al. 2008, Zodrow et al. 2009). Hybrid silver nanocomposites with dendrimers
and polymers are effective for S. aureus, Psedomonas aeruginosa, E.coli, B. Subtilis and K.
mobilis (Zhang et al. 2008). Furthermore, silver exchanged zeolites exhibit antibacterial effects
for Pseudomonas putida, E. coli, B. subtilis, S.aureus and P. aeruginosa (Cowan et al. 2003,
Lind et al. 2009, McDonnell et al. 2005).
Many research have been attempted to elucidate the silver mechanisms of action for its
antimicrobial activity, although the mechanisms are not widely understood or agreed upon. For
bacteria, commonly proposed mechanisms in the literature began with the release of silver ions
followed by generation of reactive oxygen spices (Hwang et al. 2008). Bacteria show a low
propensity to develop resistance against ionic silver (Schoenbaum et al.

1991). Sulfhydryl

groups of enzymes involved with metabolism and proteins in the tissue structure of a
microorganism interfere with silver. In addition, silver inhibits replication by binding to and
denaturing bacterial DNA and RNA (Wysor et al. 1972, Modak et al. 1973).
Although silver is recognized as an effective antimicrobial element, perfect development of
inactivation requires proper ionic species with right concentrations.
Zeolites are aluminosilicate porous crystal-structured, where metal ion can incorporate into their
pores by ionexchange process and are capable of releasing ions at a controlled rate for many
years. Zeolites are heat stable and can provide a constant and effective delivery mechanism for
inorganic antimicrobial agents while withstanding most industrial processes including those used
in the preparation and application of surface coatings (Cowan et al. 2003).
Whenever common environmental cations such as sodium, calcium or potassium are available,
control release of silver ions from silver zeolite takes place due to some driving force. Silver
release cannot happen unless another ion takes its place in the zeolite. Silver elutes from the
zeolite in the presence of moisture, and only until the silver concentration reaches a equilibrium
value. This requires to be in the proper range of concentrations which is needed to kill the
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bacteria. Silver does not release in dry condition and similarly microorganism also cannot
survive without moisture. So the active material is not consumed when it is not1required, thus the
duration of antimicrobial efficacy is enhanced (Galeano et al. 2003, Rusin et al. 2003, Takai et
al. 2002, Kawahara et al. 2000, Morishita et al. 1998). According to the FDA, silver zeolite
coatings are recognized as safe for use in food packaging and coating for medical devices
(AglON, 2004). Unfortunately, very few such high efficient antimicrobial products have so far
been produced.

2.2 Antimicrobial System and Chemicals
Antimicrobial surface can be prepared by two different ways. One method includes the
embedment of active agent throughout the entire work piece and the other is by doing surface
coatings. The antimicrobial agent can be incorporated into the amorphous zones of the polymer
during the manufacturing time and is durable over the lifespan of the acrylic material. If agent is
removed from the surface, more of the agent will migrate to the surface until the internal vapour
pressure of the agent reaches its equilibrium state (Watterson et al. 2002). When incorporating
antimicrobials throughout the entire surface, organic substances are most often used, since
inclusion of inorganic and heavy metals alter the mechanical properties of the work piece.
Economically, surface coatings for antimicrobial parts are more feasible methods of application.
Coating application can be done by dipping, spraying or various nano technological methods
such as physical vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition etc. Applications include any
object where bio contamination may be transmitted, for example, treatment in public places,
households items, food industries and others. Organic and inorganic materials can be included
into a surface coating without leaching or affecting the mechanical properties of the whole part.
Organic materials can be effectively used, except certain unstable situations of greatly varying
temperatures and pressures. This is also true for applications for longer periods. Organic
additives such as bleach or methyl urea are toxic to humans, animals and plants and usually
added within plastic and fabric products during manufacturing stages. These organic active
agents have little effects over inorganic additives to the mechanical properties of a part, so
inorganic additives are predominantly used in surface coatings and also show immunity against
microbes. We have considered the inorganic additives for our work. There are many different
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types of inorganic additives that may be incorporated into a powder coating which can
potentially kill microbes. A microbes includes bacteria, fungi, archea and protists. Bacteria are
included in archea, while protists includes algae, amoebas, mold and protozoa. Viruses are also a
major type of microbes. All additives show immunity against microbes but may or may not be
totally effective against viruses.
2.3. Metallic Ions
Metal like silver, copper, zinc, mercury, tin, bismuth, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, nickel, iron,
manganese, arsenic, antimony and barium shows antimicrobial properties (Mawatari et al. 1997).
Silver is less cytotoxic than zinc and copper (Williams et al. 1998) where as copper has the best
antifungal effect. Cadmium , mercury and arsenic are strong antimicrobial agents but they are
toxic and unsafe.
Silver is one o f the strongest antimicrobial agents and has several oxidation states; zero valent
Ag°, monovalent Ag+ and divalent Ag2+. Dispersion of nano silver particles in water is the most
used form to get antimicrobial characteristic. Due to its natural properties of high thermal
stability and long term activity, silver shows special characteristic and known as a versatile
antimicrobial agent (Radheshkumar et al. 2007). Silver has intense antimicrobial properties and
little toxicity to mammalian cells and tissues. Ionic silver presents a possible mechanism for
inactivation of viruses due to its unique action of binding to or denaturing DNA and RNA
(Modak, 1973).
Silver ions produce most toxic effects once they enter inside a cell. Silver binds sulphur, nitrogen
or oxygen containing electron donor groups. They also have the ability to bind phosphates or
chlorides containing negative charged groups. For biomaterials ionic silver is especially
important as an antimicrobial agent. Clinically, silver exhibits low toxicity in the human body
and minimum risk is expected even after longer periods of clinical exposure (Lansdown, 2006),
thus making it a great antimicrobial candidate in vivo. One report shows that 100 ppm silver ion
creates a significant antibacterial effect, but 1000 ppm silver shows evidence of extreme
cytotoxicity (Chung, 2005). However in a separate article it is mentioned that there is excellent
biocompatibility up to the concentration of 20 ppm AgN0 3 (Feng et al. 1999).
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2.4 Carrier Materials
Ceramic crystal carriers are often used for optimizing the performance of antimicrobial additives
in powder coating sample. Such carriers include zeolites, silica glass, hydroxylapatite, and
zirconium phosphates. In order to provide certain properties of the coating, organic or inorganic
chemicals are added to these carriers to get the following properties:
1) Increased surface area - The carrier may provide three dimensional release function
independent of agent concentration.
2) Protection of additives - Zeolite can withstand high temperature and pH values between 3-10.
3) Protection of substrate (powder coating) - Ceramic carriers like zeolite also minimizes
degradation of organic material. The substrate is not necessarily in direct contact with the
additives that may oxidize organic material.
4) Increased life expectancy - Carriers create a released environment for chemicals to work,
adding to an increased life expectancy.
Zeolite is made up of three dimensional framework of silica and alumina tetra-hedra where
silicon or aluminum ions are surrounded by four oxygen ions in a tetra-hedra configuration.
Zeolite has high mechanical, thermal and chemical stability, good biocompatibility, large surface
areas and unique hydrophilic and electrostatic property (Xie et al. 2007). These properties make
zeolite a favourable carrier for anitmicrobial additives. Zeolite framework is negatively charged
by nature but this is balanced by the cations held in the cavities. They can accommodate a wide
variety of cations. Potassium (K+), calcium (Ca+) and/or sodium (Na+) ions are the exchange
sites. There are different types of zeolites, all in the form of either natural and synthetic, are
available for different applications. However, if one needs to be chosen, natural zeolite
(Ghabazite) is the best option considering its physical and chemical stability, abundance and
price.
Zeolite can be manufactured as a natural or a synthetic product. Depending on the application,
the ratio of silica to alumina can be determined. Synthetic zeolites have a ratio of silica to
alumina of 1:1 while natural zeolites have a higher ratio. Natural zeolite can withstand in the acid
environment and create a low anionic field that shows good selectivity towards cations of lower
charge (Langella et al. 2000). Synthetic zeolites are manufactured from energy consuming
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chemicals and natural zeolites from natural ore materials. Zeolites can selectively absorb ions
and act as molecular sieves as well interact with water to absorb or release ions. Interconnected
tunnels and cavities of zeolites allow organic or inorganic materials to be readily encapsulated
within and trapped permanently (Shen et al. 2006). Ionexchange is the main method of
incorporation of ion into zeolites. Cationic species wanting to be absorbed into the zeolite matrix
are brought in contact with an aqueous mixture. Each ionic specie is generally used in the form
of a salt following vigorous and longer period of mechanical mixing (Niira et al. 1990). Zeolites
are specifically used as water softeners to remove calcium ions and which react with soap to
form scum. They are also used to remove strontium and caesium from radioactive waste
solutions, and absorb sulphur dioxide to purify detrimental gas exhausts from power plants.
2.5 Silver Ions in Zeolite
In order to get an effective efficiency against pathogenic environment, silver ions have to release
from functionalized zeolite. In aqueous medium there is an interaction between water molecule
and silver ions. Zeolite has the enhanced water uptake properties which results an increase in
silver ion release. Release of silver ion from zeolite is composed of basically three steps: i)
diffusion of water into the zeolite, ii) ion exchange takes place due to the reaction between silver
and water molecule and iii) release of silver ion to the aqueous environment (Radheshkumar et
al. 2007). Silver ion release in presence of moisture whenever common environmental cations
such as sodium, potassium and calcium are available for exchange with ionic silver in the zeolite.
This release is also depends on charge and release will not happen unless there are ions available
to take the place of ions in zeolite. Microorganism cannot normally grow and survive in dry
conditions. Cations which promotes ion exchange with zeolite found in certain environmental
conditions are the same cations that favour growth and survival of microorganism. As moisture
and such cationic species are not present, ions would not released from a zeolite. So the
longevity of the products is huge, measurable up to decades of time ( Feied, 2004). Silver zeolite
produce bacterial action by generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) from silver in zeolite.
ROS are possibly produced by inhibition of a respiratory enzymes in bacterial cell by silver ion
then they attack the cell itself. Also silver ions have the ability to inhibit thiol group- containing
enzymes in the respiratory system (Matsumura et al. 2003).
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2.6 Mechanisms o f Inactivation
The silver ion is lethal to all bacteria, including MRS A and VRE although few incidences of
resistance have been recorded (Baranoski et al. 2007). Direct investigation has been done for
clarifying the mechanism of action of silver ions on microorganism (Feng et al. 2000). In this
study organisms namely gram-negative Escherichia coli K-12 and gram-positive Staphylococcus
aureus were used as the test organisms. Similar morphological changes have been observed for
both types of bacteria after insertion of silver ion. Cell wall and cytoplasm membrane were
detached from each other. An electron light region appeared in the center of the cells, which
contained condensed deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules. Many small

electron-dense

granules were observed either surrounding the cell wall or depositing inside the cells. X-ray
microanalysis suggested the existence of elements of silver and sulphur in the electron dense
granules and cytoplasm. They also mentioned that DNA lost its replication ability and the protein
became inactive after Ag+treatment due to the formation of ROS.
Thiol (-SH) groups commonly found in enzymes and are the prime molecular target for the silver
ions. A marked enhancement of pyrimidine dimerization occurs when interacting with DNA by
photodynamic reactions, which may have prevented DNA replication (Matsumura et al. 2003).

2.7. Antimicrobial Testing and Biocompatibility
The target for any antimicrobial activity is required to last for longer period in an effective way.
Due to medical requirement, different biomedical devices are implanted into a human body and
the body immune system considers it as a foreign object. At the same time bacteria also try to
compete with human cell to get attached to the surface of that medical device. As such, an
immediate antimicrobial effectiveness is required to safe guard the human body. Over 50% of
the biomaterial infections occur after a long time of their implantation, even may appear after
couple of years. This is called as late biomaterial centered infection (Gottenbos et al. 2001).
Although it is difficult to determine the period of effectiveness of the coating, but as a in general
rule it can be said to have a lasting period at least equal to the life of the biomedical device.
Since antibiotic loaded implants remain effective over a certain period of time, sometimes it is
enough to prevent any attachment, takes longer time for body tissues to cover the implant.
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Antibiotics drugs namely, rifampin (USAN) and Vancomycin (INN), a glycopeptide antibiotic
loaded in, silicone polymer is able to prevent bacterial colonization for over 50 days (Bayston, et
al. 2004). This method is good for cases that requires a shorter duration of protection.
Titanium specimens in cylindrical shape are used for hip or knee arthroplasty (surgical repair of
joint) and by vapour deposition method, Ag was used to make a thin film of silver on the surface.
Silver ion release depends on the amount of silver particles on the surface and hardly decreased
after 6 days, meaning that it should last for long periods of time (Ewald, et al 2006).
2.8 Powder Coating
Powder coating is the technique of applying dry paint to an object. There are two general classes
of powder coatings, thermo plastic and thermo setting. Thermo plastic can re-melt upon heat
exposure while thermo setting polymers melt and chemically react, unable to re-melt; these make
the majority of powder coatings (Berins, 1991).

~
i

There are many advantages of powder coating over liquid coating in respect of environmental,
economical, operational and finishing techniques. Powder coatings do not incorporate any
solvent, so no volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are present during its application and cleanup.
Thus it prevents the atmosphere from any hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) which occurs when
liquid solvents vaporized naturally during drying. Other environmental benefits include reduced
waste by doing recycling of the overspray powder, higher efficiency during application and
making the process safer and cleaner. Powder coating offers lower costs in labour, energy,
production, waste disposal and regulation compliance which make powder coatings one of the
least expensive coating application methods now a days . Since no mixing of solvents with resin
is required, it is the least labour intensive process and the powder may be applied as is received
from the manufacturer. Coating with better physical consistency is another big advantage that
gives better mechanical properties and good resistance to corrosion. They provide denser cross
linking of the polymer due to the higher molecular weight of solid material then liquid coating.
Thus this powder coatings have a higher resistance to hydrolysis and lower oxygen transmission
(Liberto, 2003).
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2.9 Manufacturing o f Powder Coatings
Three different methods are used in powder coating procedure; dry blending, solution or melt
mixing. Melt mixing with thermo setting polymers was utilized in this research work, therefore
it will be discussed. Following sequence of events occurred during melt mixing manufacturing
process: weighing, premixing, melt mixing (extrusion), cooling, chipping, fine grinding
(pulverizing), and classification/sieving. The manufacturing process began with the measuring
out of raw materials including resin, pigment, fillers and additives. The main purpose is to create
a homogeneous and uniform solid blend of the materials. Mixed raw materials were transferred
into the extruder to completely homogenized the materials by melting the resin and curing agent
and dispersing the additives, fillers and pigments within. The materials were then passed through
the chillier rollers for cooling and pressing the molten plastic into a thin work piece. The sheets
of plastic were broken down into smaller chips, and transported for further grinding. Grinding
was done by air classifying mills, opposed nozzle jet mills, or simply high powered, high shear
grinders. Compressed air was used in the opposed nozzle jet milling method to create gradients
of high pressure to break apart particles. Particle size was affected by the change in feed rate of
particles to the system. Once fine grinding was sufficient, fine powders were sieved to retain a
smaller particle size distribution range. The end product was an ultrafine powder formulation
ready for application.
2.10 Electrostatic Spraying

■

Fluidized bed, electrostatic spray, friction static spray and electrostatic fluidized bed are the four
principal methods for powder coatings applied over the surface of a part. Among all these
techniques, electrostatic spray would be focused more in this paper since only this method was
extensively utilized in this research. During sixties of last century the principles of electrostatics
methods grew momentum to make surface coatings with powder. Most powders behaves as
insulators and can be subjected to accept a positive or negative charge (polarity) and are easily
attracted to a work piece that is either grounded or oppositely charged. Powder spray system
basically includes five main components: a powder reservoir, a feed mechanism for the reservoir,
a gun designed to spray the powder, a powder generator to charge the particles and a powder
recycling equipment gathering overspray. The corona discharge, which is an electrical discharge
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brought on by the ionization of a fluid surrounding a conductor that is carrying a current, occurs
internally at the tip of the gun or by means of an electrode at the end of the gun. The power pack
produces very high voltage in kV ranges and very low current in mill ampere (mA) ranges that
produces charge to the gun. Voltage rating can range from 35 kV to 100 kV. The thickness and
quality of the powder film is dependent on many factors like, the speed of the powder cloud
produced, cloud pattern created by the gun tip, feed rate, charge, type of spray gun and resistivity
of the powder. Electrostatic spraying makes a better finish and a uniform thin film coatings to a
cold work piece. Transfer efficiency of the spray is 100% with a recovery system (Berins, 1991).
The recycling system is usually integrated into the spray booth. After spraying to reach the
desired thickness, the part is cured using a convection oven. The selection of the oven
temperatures and exposure times for complete curing (cross-linking) depends on the type of resin
and binder used during the finished coating.
2.11 Compositions o f Powder Coating
Binder is the main component of a powder coating that comprises of polymeric resin and the
curing agent. The binder percentage plays the major role in the type of finish of the coating.
When a clear powder coating is desired the binder should content is at least 95% the total weight,
but for general use 50% of the total weight of the binders is good enough. The binder is prepared
by the mixing of the resin and curing agent under different thermal conditions. Mainly four
different resins are used namely epoxy, polyester, polyester-epoxy hybrid and polyurethane.
Since the polyester system was used in this work, only polyester curing reactions will be
discussed here.
Polyester paint shows high resistance to UV rays and better resistance to accelerated weathered
conditions. Thus such resins are ideal for outdoor applications. Triglycidyl Isocyanurate (TGIC)
is widely used as curing agent with polyester resins. The carboxylic functional group of the
polyester reacts with the epoxy group from the TGIC at appropriate thermal conditions. Typical
ratio of polyester to TGIC is 93:7. Other components such as p-hydroxy-alkylamide and Araldite
PT 910 may also be used as curing agents.
Polyester powder coating shows excellent mechanical properties with good flexibility and
toughness. Due to their low viscosity they have a very good flow during melting and curing
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process that translates into a very smooth glossy finish. A generic polyester powder coating
shows excellent flexibility, good hardness, outdoor resistance, anti-corrosion properties,
appreciable chemical resistance and excellence in over baking situations (Lehr, 1991). However
polyester coatings do not show great resistance to solvents.
Powder coating also composed components like pigments, specific additive's and fillers.
Pigments give color to the paint and present an aesthetic appearance. Components of different
additives in the powder include flow agents, degassing agents, matting agents, texturing agents,
light stabilizers and catalysts. These ingredients are usually present at low concentrations and
control different properties of the final coating. Where, flow agents work to avoid surface
defects, degassing agents help control gas release during curing, matting agents acts to reduce
gloss, texturing agents modify surface to give particular texture pattern, light stabilizers protect
surface from UV rays and catalysts yield faster cure times. Fillers play a very important role of
cutting huge manufacturing costs by reducing amount of the expensive binders and in addition,
add hardness (Howell, 2000). Moreover, other additives may be incorporated to yield a specific
function of the finished coating by changing properties and creating different effects as desired
from applications to applications.
2.12 Functional Coating
In our daily use, except some raw materials, we find rarely any object that is not coated with
some kind of coating material. Coating is defined as a material which is applied onto a surface
and appears as either a continuous or discontinuous film after drying (Ghosh, 2006). Depending
on their compositions, paint coatings falls in the classifications of solvent borne, water borne and
solvent free. Solvent borne paints usually include resin, additives and pigments dispersed in
organic solvents; water borne coatings are dispersed in water and with solvent free formulations
the paints neither has solvent nor water, rather has everything dispersed with the resin. Coatings
occur both in organic or inorganic forms. These properties are determined by the kinds of
binders, pigments and additives used in the formulations. The end properties of a coating depend
on the substrate (pre-treatments), application technique and conditions of film development.
Generally, inorganic coatings are mainly applied for protective purposes whereas organic
coatings, including powder coatings are used for functional purposes (Wilson et al. 1987).
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A functional coating is a system which possesses additional critical functionality besides the
classical properties of a coating (decoration and protection). Apart from their unique functional
properties these types of coating are expected to satisfy additional requirements; such as
durability, reproducibility, easy of application, cost effectiveness, customized surface
morphology, and environmental friendliness (Ghosh, 2006). Moreover, functional coatings are
classified in several categories depending on their functioning characteristic. These categories
include optical properties, thermal properties, physio-chemical properties, structural and
mechanical properties,

electrical

and mechanical properties,

and hygienic properties.

Antimicrobial coatings included in the hygienic category perform their action at the air-film
interface. Evaluating the degree of effectiveness for functional coated surfaces, specifically the
antimicrobial coated surfaces, these may be carried out using standard testing methods.

2.13 Standard Efficacy Testing
Wide range of functional antimicrobial coatings are in effect now a day and plays a major role in
the industries. Powder coating technology is still not under the umbrella of a common
international standards and thus the quality, effectivity and durability of coating applications on
surfaces varies from country to country and largely depends on local regulations. Thus it is
always difficult to make comparisons and correlations. Most claims made by different
institutions are handled using inapplicable test methods due to the absence of internationally
recognized standard for testing. Different antimicrobial surface tests includes:
• ASTM E2149-10 : Standard Test Method for Determining the Antimicrobial Activity of
Immobilized Antimicrobial Agents Under Dynamic Contact Conditions
• ASTM E 2180-07: Standard Test Method for Determining the Activity of Incorporated
Antimicrobial Agent(s) in Polymeric or Hydrophobic Materials
• JIS Z 2801: Japanese Standard Test for Antimicrobial Product Activity and Efficacy
• Kirby-Bauer: Zone of Inhibition (ZOI) Testing
• Minimum Inhibitory Concentration test (MIC Test)
The antimicrobial fabric tests include:
• AATCC 100: Assessment of Antibacterial Finishes on Textile Materials
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• AATCC 147: Antimicrobial Fabric Test (Parallel Streak Method for Antibacterial Activity
Assessment of Textile Materials)
MIC values are obtained by bulk dispersion of an antimicrobial agent in liquid media where
many different types of bacteria may be used. This procedure undermines real world
effectiveness of the same substance used as an antimicrobial surface. This is because ion
concentrations achieve increased levels more quickly in thin film environments on a treated
surface than in a bulk dispersion analysis (Feied, 2004). ASTM E2180-07 was used in the
present research work. This test method is used to evaluate quantitatively the antimicrobial
efficacy of agents incorporated into or onto flat (two dimensional) hydrophobic or polymeric
surfaces. Mainly antibacterial activity is assessed but others may also be used. Bacteria are
applied to surfaces by an agar slurry which reduces surface tension and allows to form a pseudo
biofilm providing uniform contact of the inoculums bacteria with the test surface.
Quantitative analyses can be made between control and treated surfaces and durability can also
be determined through testing washed surfaces over time. In the real world bacteria on controlled
surfaces usually die off over time due to worst effect of environmental conditions. It should also
be noted that the killing times and rates noticed with this research would occur much faster in the
real world; again as conditions would not be as positive for bacteria to subsist. Although there
are particular testing standards in place for antimicrobial surfaces and fabrics, comparison is
nearly impossible. The standards may be accurate in determining one time efficacy but there is
no standard for surface soiling testing or durability tests and how long the surface or part may
keep if s antimicrobial properties.
Suggestions are included with some standards but they are very elemental and not detailed.
Using ASTM E2180-07 standards, antimicrobial powders would be developed and tested by
targeting the main goals of a functional, simple, highly durable antimicrobial surface.

i
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL FORMULATIONS AND TEST PROCEDURES

3.1 Antimicrobial Additive Powder Production
3.1.1 Zeolite
Three natural zeolites and one synthetic zeolite were used for this experiment. Synthetic zeolite
was obtained from PQ Corporation, US. This synthetic zeolite was designated as type A and
contained only sodium cations for exchange. Two natural zeolites named as LBN and LBC were
obtained from Zeox Corporation, Cortaro, AZ. The third natural zeolite was of Chinese origin.
Particle size of all zeolite samples were measured between 2-3 micron.
3.1.2 Functionalization of Zeolite
Silver nitrate, AgNC>3 was used to exchange silver ions into zeolite. Ion exchange was carried out
in a dark environment in order to avoid any chance of photo-oxidation of ionic silver (Li and
Flytzani-Stephanopoulos, 1997). The following steps were carried out to deposit metallic ions
into zeolite:
1. 20 g Zeolite was brought in contact with (500 mL) of 0.01M or 0.05M silver nitrate solution.
Ion exchange was carried out by vigorous stirring at 500 rpm in 1000 mL glass beakers for 16
hours at room temperature.
2. After ion exchange, solid phase was separated from the liquid phase by centrifugation at 7000
rpm for 5 minutes. Solid phase samples were washed extensively with deionized water several
times followed by repeated centrifugation to ensure chemisorbed ions only within the zeolite
particles. NaCl suspension in water at 0.1 M was used to identify ionic silver species in
supernatant fluid after centrifugation and washing. If silver ion was present after washing, a
f

perceived cloudy mixture with the supernatant would have formed.
3. The zeolite particles were then dried in an oven over night at 105°C under normal pressure.
4. After sufficient drying, the particles were easily broken down into their initial respective
particle sizes by a lab scale grinder.
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The same procedures were followed for another ionexchange process by adjusting the pH of the
solution around 4.8 for 16, 24 and 36 hours respectively with only one natural zeolite, LBN. pH
adjustment was done to keep the silver in its monovalent form which was the maximum natural
precipitation limit. This also prevented silver from forming or depositing as silver oxide on the
surface or in the pores of zeolite (Niira et al. 1990).
3.2 Powder Coating Procedure
3.2.1 Base Powder Composition
The chosen polyester resin was manufactured and supplied by Cytec Industries with the trade name
Crylcoat™ 2401-2,This binder resin has all the qualities to produce a good powder coating that
includes free flowing capability, high flexibility, excellent smoothness, very low reactivity and a
clear appearance. Triglycidylisocyanurate (TGIC), manufactured by Huntsman Advanced
Materials with the trade name Araldite® PT 810 was selected as the curing agent. It has melting
temperature between 86-96°C. Free flowing and degassing agent are required for the polyester
powder paint. The mix formulation sheet of ingredients is shown below:
Table 3.1: Mix Formulation Sheet Yielding Polyester TGIC Clear Coat Before Extrusion
Class

Sub

Name

Total

Classes
Binder

Additives

(Wt %)

Resin

Crylcoat™ 2401-2

91.79

Curing Agent

TGIC

6.91

Flow Agent

1.00

..P.10 ; ;

Degassing agent

BEN

0.30

Total Binder

98.70

Total Additives

1.30

Total Weight
■;
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100.00
•

Premixing
As per the formulation sheet shown above, the components were weighed and shaken in a plastic
bag. This mixture was introduced into a shear grinder for about 10 seconds and

produced a

homogeneous dispersion with smaller particle size. Once all raw material components had been
mixed and sheared together, they were then ready for extrusion.
Extrusion
Premixed raw materials were further processed using a twin screw extruder (Dong Hui Powder
Coating Equipment, China). At the beginning, this equipment was preheated to 80°C to ensure
the previous materials in the screws to be melted and then the rotation of the screws were set at
500 rpm. Later, the premixed raw materials were slowly poured into the hopper. The mixture
was then passed into the extruder through the hopper with the help of the twin screws. This
mixture was further dripped down onto a double chillers roller; refrigerated and rotated inwards,
that forced the extrudate to flatten- through the centrifugal force of rotation. The thin extrudate
was cooled while it moved along the cooling conveyer belt. The extrudate pieces were then
collected from the belt and broken down into smaller pieces and thus ready for further
processing.
Ultrafme Grinding
The chips obtained from the extruder were broken down by a high shear grinder. Chips that were
input to the high shear grinder were allowed to grind in increments of 10 seconds and wait for
few minutes before restarting the grinder. Longer grinding times would cause build up of high
temperature inside the chamber and cause the paint to cure. Finally, the powder transferred to a
mechanical sieve for further processing after grinding. This grinding process was repeated
several times until the desired level, below 30pm was reached.

Ultrafme Sieve Screening
After grinding the powder was transferred to a sieve (Vorti-Siv, MiMi Industries Inc.) using 325
mesh (45 micron) insert. The sieve vibrated with help of ultra sonic pulse and powder were
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transferred slowly through the screen. Steel washers added into the sieve chamber forced the
powder pass through the screen. After passing through the screen, the ultrafme paint powder
was collected in a plastic bag. Occasionally the screen would need to be cleaned of oversized
clogged particles and the portion of the powder unable to pass through the screen would be sent
back to the high shear grinding stage.
3.2.2 Additive Incorporation to Resin System
Dry Blending
Once processing of the resin system was completed, antimicrobial additives were incorporated.
Powder coating and dry blending functional additives is a unique step that is yet to be recorded
in literature. All antimicrobial additives produced in powder form were dry blended with the
polyester. The dry blending process initially involved weighing of additive powders and
polyester resin using OHAUS Analytical Plus Balance. Polyester and each antimicrobial additive
were then added into a small lab grinder and mixed for approximately 15 seconds while shaking.
The goal of dry blending was to homogeneously disperse the smaller additives throughout the
resin and in turn the functional particles would cover the surface of each polyester particle.
3.3 Commercial Sample
For confidentiality issues, the industrial powder obtained will not be called upon by their
real names. However it should be noted that the powder obtained from one of the top powder
manufacturer is claimed to posses high antimicrobial properties including longevity of the final
coatings. This powder is currently marketed and sold as antimicrobial powder coatings in many
different colors for a wide range of applications.
The base resin system used in this powder was a clear polyester. This resin system was
purposely obtained to aid in efforts of worthy and accurate comparison as it was almost
identical to our base resin system.
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3.4 Powder Application
Specimen/Substrate Preparation
Square aluminum chips measuring 3cm X 3cm were cut from the aluminum panels by metal
sheet cutters. For each antimicrobial powder sample that was prepared and tested, eighteen
aluminum substrate pieces were made. In order to replicate the same coating conditions and
produce identical coating results for each aluminum chip (for each powder sample sprayed), a
unique setup was configured and used throughout the entire work.
Approximately 10 grams of powder was sprayed by the corona gun in order to fully coat the
aluminum sheet and accompanied chips. Electrostatic field lines helped to determine the
completion of powder coating on the substrate. Once sprayed with charged powder, the sheets
were hung and cured according to specifications of the base resin in the oven.
Electrostatic Spraying
Each powder sample was electrostatically sprayed in a 14.6 cm (H) x 9.0 cm (D) x 7.5 cm (W)
acrylic spray booth over the specimens. It was then hung inside the booth and grounded
appropriately. A Nordson Surecoat corona spray gun (Nordson Corp, Amherst, OH) was used to
manually coat the prepared specimens directly. The mixed powders were also manually
deposited into the gun during the process. A cone deflector tip was used at the end of the corona
spray gun. Powder spray was controlled by air pressures of the fluidizing and atomizing air sent
through the gun. The corona charge generator had constant settings for each spraying instance:
30 kV operating voltage, 8 pA current. Only the front side of the substrate sheet was sprayed.
3.5 Curing
Once the specimens were sufficiently coated with antimicrobial powder paint, they were
taken to the convection oven. All samples were hung inside and cured at 200°C for 10
minutes which guarantees a fully cured coating as recommended by manufacturer of the
resin system.
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3.6 Antimicrobial Efficacy Testing Procedure
3.6.1 Test Microorganism Used
Escherichia coli strain ATCC 35339 was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC). This strain of bacteria would be used for all antimicrobial testing purposes throughout
the research. Escherichia coli are gram negative, rod shaped, and facultative anaerobic
bacterium. E. Coli are predominantly used as test microorganisms for most disinfection studies.

Revival of Microorganism

The Escherichia coli strain was received in frozen pellet form and was revived immediately. The
propagation procedure used to revive the bacteria from this form into usable and sustainable
colonies is outlined in the appendix.
Growth Pattern
The growth pattern of E. coli has five phases: 1) Lag phase occurred directly after inoculation
when the bacteria were not growing, 2) during Logarithmic (log) phase, exponential growth and
cell division occurs, 3) decline phase, 4) in stationary phase the growth slowed and remained
constant due to limited nutrient availability, and lastly 5) during death phase nutrients were
completely depleted and death occurred. The late log phase was the targeted time period for
growth of the test microorganism, the reason being that this stage occurred at the end of the log
phase where exponential growth was completed approximately at 14,to 16 hours. Liquid medium
o f Luria Bertani (LB) broth was inoculated in sterile 250 mL flask with a loop full of bacteria
into a Incubator at 37°C. Every hour a sample of the medium was withdrawn into a cuvette and
placed in the spectrophotometer. A growth curve was prepared by using the absorbance at
600nm with time. The resulting growth curve indicated that the inoculation of the test
microorganism took place at around 16 hours before starting any inactivation experiments with
powder coatings. Similar experimentation in literature also uses the 16 hours inoculation period
for E. coli (Pal et al. 2005).
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3.6.2 Experimentation
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E2180-07 Standard test method was used
to determine the activity of incorporated antimicrobial agent in polymeric or hydrophobic
materials. Day before the experiment, all required materials and equipment used were prepared
and sterilized using an AMSCO 2041 autoclave. All related procedures and methods dealing
with the inactivation of E. coli were carried out in a SterilGARD biological safety cabinet. It was
considered a class II cabinet because it used re-circulated HEPA filtered vertical laminar air flow
within. The glass sash was kept open 20-25 cm during the experiment. Part of air flow exhausted
through the HEPA filters was re-circulated inside the room. The detailed antimicrobial efficacy
testing procedures and all relevant materials used are described below:
1. By using a loop bacteria was added from LB agar stock culture plates to 10 mL test tube
containing sterile LB medium broth. The test tube was covered with sterile foam stopper and was
then inoculated for 16 hours in incubator at 37°C. This step was done the day before every
experiment was scheduled and methods were adjusted to obtain the required amount of cells/mL
of broth for each inoculation (107 cells/mL).
2. 0.85 g NaCl and 0.3 g granulated dry agar were dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water
which was called an agar slurry. After sterilization for 15 minutes the agar slurry was kept on a
hot plate at 40 +/-2°C.
3. Specimens of the coated chips measuring 3 cm x 3cm were placed into the sterile petri dishes.
3 coated chips per petri dish and 6 petri dishes totalled 18 chips per sample. A sterile cotton swab
was then dipped into sterile 0.85% saline solution to pre wet each test sample (powder coated
chip). This aided in dispersing agar slurry evenly on the surface of the chips. A set of control
coated chips were also run with every experiment.
4. 1.0 mL of the inoculated culture, from step 1, was placed into the 99 mL agar slurry.
5. 1.0 mL of inoculated agar slurry was pipetted evenly onto each chip sample.
6. The petri dishes were then covered with their lid and edges closed with strands of
pre-cut parafilm pieces. All samples except for petri dishes - “0 hour” (3 chip samples), were
placed into the incubator at 37°C. Open reservoirs of salt water were placed inside the incubator
during the experiment to avoid drying out of agar slurry due to low humidity.
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7. The samples were removed from the incubator at the specific pre-determined times,
and aseptically transferred from the petri dishes into sterile 120 mL specimen cups (1 chip per
cup). Each cup contained sufficient volume of Dey/Engley (D/E) neutralizing broth to form an
initial 1:10 dilution of the original inoculums slurry from each chip. D/E neutralization broth was
used because it had the ability to neutralize antimicrobial chemicals.
8. Specimen cups containing the recovered test samples were then placed into a sonic bath and
sonicated for 1 minute. Sonication was followed by 1 minute of vigorous mechanical vortexing.
This step facilitated the complete release of the agar slurry from the sample.
9. Serial dilutions were made from each specimen cup with a sterile solution of 0.85% NaCl.
Vortexing was done to homogenously disperse the cells before each dilution.
10. 0.1 mL was pipette from each dilution and spread onto agar plates.
11. Agar plates were then covered with their lids, edges wrapped with parafilm strips and placed
into the incubator at 37°C for 24 hours.
12. Colony forming units on the plates were studied, counted and recorded on the following day.
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CHAPTER 4

FUNCTIONAL ANTIMICROBIAL SURFACES BY ULTRAFINE POWDER COATING
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been revived interest by powder coating industries and researchers to
investigate novel, environmentally friendly, cost effective and safe antibacterial materials; such
as functionalized zeolites within polymeric resin. Zeolites are aluminosilicate crystalline
materials with uniform pore size. They contain metal ions, such as calcium and sodium which
are easily exchangeable (Inoue et al. 2002, Ogden et al. 1999, Pal et al. 2009) by different metal
ions such as silver, copper, and zinc etc for use as antibacterial agents. Silver is found to be one
of the strongest bactericides among other metals. Literature shows that zeolites exchanged with
silver are highly hydrophilic and toxic to Escherichia coli and even a coating with only 4-6 pm
thickness shows excellent adhesion to stainless steel and aluminum alloy for aviation
applications. The coatings were also found to be extremely corrosion resistant against strong
acids and base solutions (Haile et al. 2010).
There is increasing interest in different applications that possess antimicrobial properties. In the
food industry, people are interested in surfaces that are reduced in microbial loads. Escherichia
coli is one of the most common food borne pathogens and is point of target by antimicrobial
strategies. To prevent microorganism growth in building materials, builders and users are always
looking for ways to eliminate those. The ventilation systems of any HVAC system are prone to
this problem and are of an increased concern over their possible health effects. Even the indoor
air quality can be adversely affected by the growth of microorganisms (Marjorie et al. 2003).
Silver shows broad spectrum of antimicrobial properties against Gram-positive and Gram
negative bacteria, fungi, protozoa and many viruses including antibiotic resistant strains in
biomedical applications, water and air purification, food production, cosmetics, clothing and
many different household products (Catalina et al.2010). With the rapid increase in the number
of the consumer products, application of silver has been extended further and silver is getting
more and more importance in antimicrobial applications (Rejeski et al.2009).
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Particle size and shape affect the toxicity of silver. As particle size decreases, larger number of
atoms on the surface becomes available to interact with bacteria and therefore tend to enhance
antibacterial properties. Nanoparticles will tend to form aggregates, thus surface area will be
reduced and the density of atoms available on the surface will be lowered (Kvitek et al. 2008).
Truncated triangular nanoparticles contain shows more antibacterial activity than spherical and
rod shape as they contain more (III) facets which has greater atom densities thus more atoms are
available for interaction (Morones et al.2005).
Although the mechanism behind the activity of silver on bacteria is not clearly understood, two
mechanisms are proposed for the bactericidal action of silver-loaded zeolites. One is the
interaction of silver with biological macromolecules, such as DNA and enzymes (Jiang et al.
2004). The other is that of reactive oxygen species generated from silver within the matrix
(Stoimenov et al. 2002, Kim et al. 1996, Kourai et al. 1994, Inoue et al. 2002). For bacterial
activity of silver zeolite, oxygen is necessary, as reported by some researchers (Yoshinobu et al.
2003)
The production of a functional antimicrobial surface first lies in the application method of liquid
coating to the substrate of choice which later became an environmental issue. As the liquid
coating are organic solvent based, it evaporates during drying process and releases volatile
organic compound into the atmosphere. Powder coatings do not have any such effect and with so
many interesting positive features, this is a potential viable solution to organic solvent borne
liquid coatings. These are not only environmentally friendly but also can be reclaimed and
recycled yielding negligible waste. The physical and mechanical properties of a powder coating
lie in the particle size of the powder being sprayed. Regular powder coatings have an average
particle size over 30pm, while ultrafine powder coatings are smaller in size. Ultrafine powder is
preferred over regular size due to augmented physical and mechanical capabilities possessed by
the final coating.
The present work is focused on the development of a polymeric resin that contains silver loaded
zeolite. The purpose of this formulation is to make prolific use of this polymeric resin for a
variety of applications. The logic behind the use of polymeric resin lies in its hygroscopic nature,
which is important for the silver ion to release from the coating.
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4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
A2A Clear Polyester Powder
For the production of polyester paint powder, low viscosity polyester was selected to be cured
with Triglycidyl Isocyanurate (TGIC). Low viscosity polyester resin allow additive in high
percentages in the final coatings to produce high quality thin films. P I0 and BEN were used as a
flowing and degassing agent respectively. After premixing the .powder by using a high shear
grinder, the premixed raw materials were further processed by transferring into a twin screw
extruder. After grinding and sieving, clear polyester powder was obtained, which is the main
component in all antimicrobial coating.

,

A2 2 Functionalization o f Zeolite
Three different natural zeolites and one synthetic zeolite were used for this experiment. A
commercial sample was used to compare all results. Unless specified, all chemicals were reagent
grade and obtained from VWR Scientific (VWR Canada, Mississauga, ON). Silver loading of the
zeolite was undertaken in the dark to avoid the photo-oxidation of silver (Li et.al. 199.7). A series
of 20g of zeolite samples were stirred at 500 rpm in 500ml of 0.01M or 0.05M AgN 0 3 solution
in a 1 liter beaker covered with aluminum foil at a constant temperature of 40°C for 16 hours.
The pH of each solution was not adjusted. Solid and liquid phases were separated by centrifuging
at 5000 rpm for 5 min. Solid phase samples were washed several times with deionized water to
ensure presence of chemisorbed ions only within the zeolite particles. 0.1N NaCl suspension in
water was used to identify ionic silver species in the supernatant fluid after centrifuging and
washing. All functionalized samples were kept in the dark container after grinding to avoid
oxidation.
4.2.3 Powder Coating Procedure
Ultra fine powder coating application with dry blending functional additives is a unique way. All
antibacterial additives produced in powder form were dry blended with the polyester resin.
Specific masses of all powders corresponding to weight percentages of the polyester resin and all
additives were weighed using OHAUS Analytical Plus. Polyester resin and antibacterial additive
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were added at a ratio of 19:1 into a small grinder and mixed for approximately 15 seconds while
shaking. The purpose of dry blending was to uniformly disperse the smaller additives throughout
the resin and in turn the functional particles would cover the surfaces of each polyester particle.
Square aluminum chips measuring 3x3 cm were cut by manual metal sheet cutter. These sheets
were temporarily fixed over a big sheet by carbon tape for spraying. Approximately six to eight
grams of powder was sprayed using a Nordson Surecoat corona spray gun in order to fully coat
the sheet and accompanied chips. The powder coating method involved introduction of electrical
charges to the powder mixture in a dry form. Powder adhered to the surface of the aluminum
chips due the electrical charges, which was then heated at 200°C for 10 minutes. The powder
melted, flowed and cured, and that also guaranteed a fully continuous coated film recommended
by manufacturer of the resin system. Control coated chips were made using the same resin
powder containing raw zeolites with the same proportions by following the same procedures.
4.2.4 Antibacterial Efficacy Testing Procedure
Escherichia coli ATCC 35339 was purchased from American Type Culture Collection..The
standard propagation procedures were used to revive the bacteria from the frozen pellet form into
usable and sustainable colonies. ASTM E 2180-01 standard test method for determining the
activity of incorporated antibacterial agent in polymeric materials was followed to obtain results
for all the antibacterial powder coatings produced. A commercial sample and control sample
were used for efficacy tests. All experiments were run 3 times and were averaged to obtain the
mean value.
A.2.5 Characterization
The particle sizes of the processed resin powder and functionalized carrier materials were
determined by BT-9300S Laser Particle Size Analyzer. Colorimeter readings (L*, brightness,
I a*,redness, and b*,yellowness) were measured with Datacolor 110 of all powder including
zeolites before and after ion exchange following ASTM Standard D308. Scanning Electron
microscopy (SEM, LEO, Zeiss, 540XB FIB/SEM) coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) micro analyzer were used to observe the surface morphology and to get
some idea about the elemental analysis with chemical characterization before and after ion
exchange. Three EDX readings were taken from each stub to ensure enough data was obtained to
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provide a reliable value (weight percent) of the active metal incorporated therein. ICP-OES
(Varian Vista Pro Axial ICP) analysis were performed for confirmation of the amount of active
component, silver within all zeolite samples after ion exchange by different concentration
(0.01M, 0.05M) of silver nitrate. All experiments were performed in triplicate and mean value
and standard deviation were used for final results (Appendix).

1

■

4.2.6 Statistical Analysis
Minitab software version 16 was used for all statistical analysis's.
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.3.1 Characterization
Color Analysis
The three colorimeter values (L*, a* and b*) are all inter related and it seemed that a* offers very
little unique information beyond b*. However, b* was probably more useful than a* when
measuring the amount of silver in the functionalized zeolite, b* values increased with the
concentration of silver in zeolite after ionexchange because b* was a value from yellow to blue
and color changes from light yellow to dark yellow with the increase of the concentration.
Higher L* values indicated the brightness of the sample. Synthetic zeolite had a higher L* value
then all other zeolite samples, so the powder looked like whiter than others. Natural zeolite LBN
showed more yellow trend than natural zeolite LBC for, both before and after ion exchanges.
Chinese zeolite had lower L* value compared to the synthetic and commercial samples. It
showed negative b* values and seemed to have blue trend where as commercial sample had
positive b* value (values for color measurement not shown here)
Particle Size Analysis
The present study was done by ultrafine powder with particle size less than 30pm. Average
particle size of polyester resin was around 19pm and functionalized zeolites are very low, 24pm.There was a similarity between all final powders containing resin with particle size between
20-23pm confirming the ultrafine size of the powders (Appendix table 1).
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Morphological and Elemental Analysis
SEM images in Figure 4.1 did not show any remarkable difference between the synthetic zeolite
before and after ion exchange in surface morphology. Average particle size of that sample was
approximately 3pm, which was close to the results from particle size analyzer, 4.17pm. EDX
analysis revealed that the amount of aluminum, silicon and sodium were almost same before ion
exchanged as pointed in Figure 4.2. But the amount of Sodium decreased and silver amount was
found to be around 11.5% after ion exchange with 0.05M Silver nitrate for 16 hrs. It should be
mentioned here that the amount of silver determined by ICP-OES analysis was 13.25% for
0.05M silver nitrate and 2.62% for 0.01M silver nitrate used. Literature shows that sodium ion is
mainly responsible for silver ion exchange with ion exchange capacity of synthetic zeolite as
7meq (Niira et al. 1988)

Figure 4.1: SEM Images o f (A) Raw Synthetic Zeolite, (B) Synthetic Zeolite Functionalized with
0.05MAgN03
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Figure 4.2: Elemental Analysis (EDX) o f Raw Synthetic Zeolite and Ion exchanged Zeolite with
0.05M AgNOjfor 16 hrs
Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.7 showed the SEM images of three natural zeolites before and after ion
exchange by 0.05M silver nitrate solution for 16 hours. All figures showed some morphological
changes after ion exchange. EDX results shown in figure 4.4, 4.6 and 4.8 confirmed the ion
exchange by silver. According to the EDX results (Figure 4.6) raw LBC contained some amount
of sodium and calcium with other cations but raw LBN (Figure 4.4) did not contain calcium.
The amount of silver in LBN and LBC were 10.11% and 11.08% respectively after ion
exchange.

Figure 4.3 :-SEM Images' of(A) Raw Natural Zeolite, LBN (B) Natural Zeolite, LBN
Functionalized with0.05MAgNO$
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Figure 4.4: Elemental Analysis (EDX) o f Raw Natural Zeolite, LBN and Ion Exchanged Zeolite
with0.05M AgN03for 16hrs
EDX result of Chinese zeolite sample showed the presence of calcium in small amount, 4.7%,
but no change of calcium amount was observed before and after ion exchange. Ion exchange by
■40
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contents of 9.96%, 9.21% and 3.95% for zeolites LBN, LBC and Chinese zeolite respectively.
Due to the presence of higher amount of sodium in LBN than LBC the silver percentage after ion
exchange showed more in LBN zeolite. It should be noted that ion exchange condition for all
samples were maintained the same.
Amount of Silver after ion exchange with 0.01M silver nitrate were also determined by ICP-OES
analysis (Figure 4.9). Based on the EDX results, Milli equivalent, meq calculation for each
zeolite samples were performed before and after ion-exchange with 0.05M silver nitrate to
identify counter exchange ion element. For synthetic zeolite, available counter ion present was
6.15meq but the amount exchanged by 0.05M silver nitrate for 16 hrs was 1.06 meq. In case of
natural zeolite, LBN and LBC, 3.3 meq and 4.3 meq available ions were present, but after ion
exchange, amount of silver was 1.6 meq and 1.5 meq respectably. But for Chinese zeolite, the
capacity was 1.1 meq and the amount of silver exchanged was 0.37 meq.
ICP-OES analysis differed with the amount of silver for each case. All zeolites samples had
room for more ion to exchange either by increasing the ion exchange time or by further ion
exchange. pH adjustment of the experiment solution could be another option to get more silver in
zeolite where pH played significant role for silver in the monovalent form available during ion
exchange process, which was the maximum natural precipitation limit. This also prevented silver
from depositing or forming on the surface or in zeolite pores (Niira et al. 1990). Figure 4.9
showed the amount of silver present after ion exchange with 0.01 M silver nitrate for 16 hrs,
which was almost 5 times lower than the amount of silver ionexchanged with 0.05M silver
nitrate. So, we can conclude that the concentration of silver nitrate during ion exchange process
played a vital role for the final concentration of silver in the zeolite samples.
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Figure 4.5: SEM Images o f (A) Raw Natural Zeolite, LBC (B) Natural Zeolite, LBC
Functionalized with 0.05MAgN03
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4.3.2 Antimicrobial Efficacy Test
Antimicrobial efficacy tests were done with coated chips containing functionalized zeolite (ion
exchanged by 0.05M silver nitrate for 16hrs). Repeated tests were done with the same coated
chips after washing with liquid soap and water every time. Chips were cleaned by absolute ethyl
alcohol before exposure with microorganism. All five samples showed excellent reduction when
compared with the control chips. At the 1st trail, shown in table 1-5, all three natural zeolite
coated chips showed maximum reduction of microorganism following exposure for 1 hour. This
may be due to the availability of silver at the coated chips. Synthetic zeolite containing coating
achieved complete reduction at 2hrs of exposure. Previous study showed that silver and zinc,
containing zeolite matrix coating on stainless steel enhanced antimicrobial properties. The
powder coating process found to be highly durable and active with matrix containing silver
(2.5% w/w) and zinc (14% w/w) than that of wet coating process (Marjorie et al. 2003). Natural
zeolite, LBN containing coating has only 0.5% silver.
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Table 4.1: D u r a b i l i t y

A g a i n s t E .c o l i A f t e r R e p e a t e d T e s tin g a n d W a s h in g o f C o a t e d C h ip s w ith

S y n th e tic Z e o l it e C o n ta i n i n g P o w d e r , 0 .6 6 % S ilv e r

No of organisms, 109cfu/ml, at different time of exposure
No of Trial
Ohr

1 hr

2hrs

0.00003
±0.000003

0

3hrs

4hrs

24hrs

v ; 0

0

0

1st

0.26
±0.026

2nd

0.3
±0.011

0.03
±0.003

0.00011
±0.00004

0.00003
±0.00004

0

0

3rd

0.26
±0.041

0.25
±0.04

0.06
±0.025

0.009
±0.025

0.0004
±0.00035

0

4th

0.31±0.02

0.25±0.049

0.12±0.061

0.3±0.061

23±4.7

21±5.68

Control

0.32±0.015

0.30±0.015

2.5±0.43

22±0.43

24±4.04

31±1.52

Table 4.2: Durability Against E.coli After Repeated Testing and Washing o f Coated Chips with
Natural Zeolite, LBN Containing Powder, 0.50% Silver
No of organisms, 109cfu/ml, at different time of exposure
No of Trial
Ohr

1 hr

2hrs

3hrs

4hrs

24hrs

1st

0.24
±0.037

0

0

0

0

0

2nd

0.27
±0.032

0.00021
±0.00004

0

0

0

0

3rd

0.23
±0.061

0.09±0.02

0.00025
±0.00005

0

0

0

4th

0.32
±0.015

0.002
±0.00015

0.0011
±0.00047

0

0

0

Control

0.25
±0.036

0.4
±0.15

2.8
±0.35

21
±5.29

20
±5.13

21
±7.21
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Synthetic and Chinese zeolite coated chips showed

almost similar reduction rate against

microorganism like commercial sample from 2nd trial. But coated chips with LBN and LBC
showed good reduction rate. Results from different trial demonstrated that antimicrobial activity
did not depend on the amount of active material within the coating. Ion exchange of synthetic
zeolite possessed highest amount of silver, although the reduction of microorganism by the
coated chips with the same zeolite did not proof highest activity. This is due to the lack of
binding of silver within the pores of zeolite or greater numbers of silver were not readily
available for efficacy.

Table 4.3: Durability Against E.coli After Repeated Testing and Washing o f Coated Chips with
Natural Zeolite, LBC Containing Powder, 0.46% Silver
No of organisms, 109cfu/ml, at different time of exposure
No of Trial
Ohr

1 hr

2hrs

3hrs

4hrs

24hrs

1st

0.31
±0.017

0

0

0

0

0

2nd

0.25
±0.036

0.0018
±0.00031

0.00021
±0.000032

0

0

0

3rd

0.32
±0.015

0.08
±0.02

0.0001
±0.000015

o

0

0

4th

0.28
±0.026

0.04
±0.02

0.0021
±0.00036

0.00003
±0.000021

0

Control

0.21
±0.041

0.4
±0.10

2.1
±0.52

31
±2.51
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\
20 ,
±5.5

0
23
±4.04

Table 4.4: D u r a b i l i t y

A g a i n s t E .c o l i A f t e r R e p e a t e d T e s tin g a n d W a s h in g o f C o a t e d C h ip s w ith

C h in e s e z e o l i t e C o n ta i n i n g P o w d e r , 0 .2 0 % S ilv e r

No of organisms, 109cfu/ml, at different time of exposure
No of Trial
Ohr

1 hr

2hrs

3hrs

4hrs

1st

0.24
±0.04

0

0

0

0

0

2nd

0.31
±0.02

0.0031
±0.0003

0.0015
±0.0005

0.00004
±0.00003

0

0

3rd

0.27
±0.05

0.08
±0.03

0.009
±0.004

.0.00015
±0.00006

0.00002
±0.00001

0

4th ;

0.2
±0.03

0.21
±0.035

0.31
±0.03

0.7
±0.17

2.6
±0.41

19
±3.2 ^

Control

0.29
±0.03

0.31
±0.015;

3.4
±0.41

25
±5.5

29
±3.21

31
±1.52

24hrs :

Table 4.5: Durability Against E.coli After Repeated Testing and Washing o f Coated Chips with
Commercial Sample Containing Powder, 0.03% Silver
No of organism, 109cfu/ml, at different time of exposure
No of Trial

Ohr

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

4 hrs

24 hrs

1st

0.27 ±0.049

0.018
±0.003

0.00005
±0.000045

0

0

0

2nd

0.25
±0.036

0.17
±0.025

0.015
±0.004

0.0008
±0.0002

0.00031
±0.000006

0

3rd

0.31±0.015

0.32±0.006

0.6±0.3

2.50±0.4

29±2

17±3.6

4th

0.23±0.04

0.26±0.03

0.17±0.03

o.7±o:i5

28±1.5

19±4.1

Control

0.19±0.032

0.32±0.006

2.9±0.25

21±3

24±3

29±2.08
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4.3.3 Durability Against E.coli o f Coated Chips
Further durability tests were carried out up to ten times with two samples containing natural
zeolites, LBN and LBC that showed best results among all samples. These two samples were
subjected to continuous exposures with the microorganism using the same procedures as
discussed before. It should be mentioned here that the chips were cleaned with 70% ethyl alcohol
each time before spreading the microorganism. Natural zeolite, LBN containing resin powder
had higher amount of silver (0.50%) than natural zeolite, LBC (0.46%). LBN coated chips
showed reductions of all microorganism up to 6th exposure at 3 hours, but the complete
reduction was achieved after 7th exposure and onwards at 4th hour. For this coating almost
constant reduction rate was observed at 7th to 10th exposures. Whereas for LBC coated chips,
number of microorganism present at exposures 5 to 9 were almost the same and found to be
around 103-104 cfu/ml at 3 hours. But complete reduction took place at 24 hours for all
exposures. So, coated chips with natural zeolite LBN containing ultrafine powder showed better
antibacterial efficiency than natural zeolite LBC coated chips.

Figure 4.10: Durability o f Natural Zeolite LBN Coated Chips After 5-10 Times Repeated Testing
and Washing
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T I M E , h rs

Figure 4.11: Durability o f Natural Zeolite LBC Coated chips After 5-10 times Repeated Testing
and Washing

A3 A Color Analysis o f Different Coated Chips
Table 4.6 illustrated all values of color analysis for six different coated chips. L value denotes the
brightness, LBN coated chips showed almost the same brightness like control sample, that did
not have any silver. But the commercial and Chinese coated chips showed brighter appearances
than that of the control sample, b* indicated the yellowness of the coating. Synthetic zeolite
containing coating having the highest b* value showed a dark yellow trend among all coated
chips. Greenish trend was indicated by -a*. All control, Chinese and commercial coating showed
almost the same values (-0.53), but the other two natural zeolite coating chips showed lower
green trend than the control sample.
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Table 4.6: Colour Test o f Different Coated Chips (L=100, White, a+Red, a-Green, b+Yellow, bblue)
Coated Samples

L* (Brightness)

a* (Redness)

b* (Yellowness)

Control

83.87±0.16

-0.53±0.015

3.6±0.38

Synthetic Zeolite

3.54±0.12

-1.34=0.025

17.05=0.03

Natural Zeolite, LBN

81.99±0.07

-0.27±0.01

11.67±0.04

Natural Zeolite, LBC

79.65=0.1

-0.4U0.01

12.09=0.026

Chinese Natural
Zeolite
Commercial sample

84.03±0.06

-0.53±-.025

3.2±0.11

84.2U0.04

-0.55±0.015

3.6±0.15

4.3.5 Comparison Between Two Coated Chips

Figure 4.12: Number of microorganism grown during 3rd-4th trial at the coated chips by
commercial sample from 0 to 24 hrs.

Figure 4.13: Number of microorganism grown during 3rd trial at the coated chips by
functionalized natural zeolite, LBN containing resin from 0 to 2 hrs
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4.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis of results shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 were carried out using 'Two way
ANOVA' at 98% confidence level. P value shows statistically significant figures for time for
both results. Analysis also gave standard deviation and R2 values that are 0.02, 96% for
antibacterial activity of LBN natural zeolite coated chips (Appendix table 8) and for LBC natural
zeolite coated chips are 0.03, 90% respectively. Statistical analysis further proved that natural
zeolite LBN coated chips showed better efficiency than LBC coated chips.

4.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION
For a wide variety of applications, silver zeolite matrices coating was developed with
considerable durability. Natural zeolite LBN had a mean particle diameter of 2.6pm and sodium
was the main counter-exchange ion of silver having ion exchange capacity of 3.3meq. Chemical
compositions of natural zeolite vary from source to source. Amount of silver in the zeolite
determined by ICP-OES analysis was 0.92 meq and by EDX analysis was 1.6'meq when this ion
exchange was done with 0.05M silver nitrate for 16hrs. The concentration of silver in the final
powder found to be around 0.5% on weight basis.
Natural zeolite LBC's particle size was 1.57pm and sodium and calcium were the main
exchangeable cations. The capacity of ionexchange of silver for this zeolite was 4.3meq based on
the EDX analysis. But practically the EDX analysis showed 1.5 meq silver after ion exchange.
The same sample showed 0.85meq when analyzed by ICP-OES, which accounted for silver in
the coating powder as 0.46% on weight basis.
Chinese zeolite with particle size of 1.43 pm contained only calcium as a source of ion
exchangeable cation and its capacity was 1.1 meq according to EDX analysis. But silver found
after ion exchange was 0.37meq, which showed the same value by ICP analysis. So, the amount
of silver in this coating powder found to be 0.2% on weight basis.
Synthetic zeolite contained almost the same amount of aluminum, silicon and sodium on weight
basis (14 %) whose ion exchange capacity was 6.15meq. But practically, the silver found after
ion exchange within this zeolite as 1.06meq from EDX analysis. The ICP analysis gave the value
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of 1.22meq. Silver percentage within the final powder was 0.66. Amount of silver available in
the commercial sample analyzes by ICP-OES was 0.03% on weight basis.
Antimicrobial efficacy test of all five samples including a control sample were done for 4 times
with repeated cleaning and washing. Only natural zeolite, LBC and LBN showed similar results.
100% reduction of microorganism (7 log reduction in cfus/ml) took place in 4th trail during 2 to
3 hours of exposures. Other researchers formulated powder with zinc (14%) and a higher
percentage of silver (2.5%) than the present study, but showed around 86% reduction at the 4th
trial. They also mentioned that better results were obtained from samples coated by powder
coating than that of wet coating method (Marjorie et al. 2003). It should be noted that
antimicrobial effect of zinc is perhaps three orders of magnitude weaker than that of silver (Craig
Feied, 1991). To check the durability of the two natural zeolite, LBC and LBN containing coated
chips, further antimicrobial analysis was done up to ten times following the same conditions and
procedures. LBN shows better results than LBC up to the tenth trial with complete reduction
reached at 4th hours of exposure. Statistical analysis also proved the same findings.
The colors of the coated chips were determined, which showed more intense yellow trend for
synthetic zeolite containing coating. But the commercial sample including Chinese sample gave
a clear distinct color, which was comparable with LBC and LBN coated chips. By considering
all results mentioned above that includes capability of reduction of microorganism while
maintaining the original appearance, the natural zeolite LBN ion exchanged with 0.05M silver
nitrate for 16 hrs containing ultrafine powder showed the maximum durability and antimicrobial
activity against E. coli.
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CHAPTER 5

’

DURABILITY OF ULTRAFINE POWDER COATED CHIPS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Surface contamination plays an important factor in dealing with the nosocomial types of
infection and is a big problem that contributes to out breaks of community acquired infection.
After each recognized bio-contamination event, intensive efforts are directed at decontamination
and facility rehabilitation but these practices are limited and time consuming as well as labor
intensive. Surfaces containing exotic metal, like silver provides broad-spectrum antimicrobial
activity through the controlled release of metal ions. As an antimicrobial agent, the use of silver
ions are limited in environmental and biological media containing CF, as AgCl has a very low
solubility and rapidly precipitates out of solution (Lesniak et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2008).
However, silver ion can be stabilized in zeolite channels, which can act as a carrier or deposited
in activated carbon fibers (Inoue et al. 2002, Ogden et al. 1999, Pal et al. 2009) and it is the least
cytotoxic (Williams, 1989). Zeolites are porous crystal structured aluminosilicate particles. It has
good biocompatibility, high chemical, thermal and mechanical stability, large surface areas and
unique hydrophilic and electrostatic properties (Xie et al. 2007). They are open structures that
can accommodate a wide variety of cations. Exchange sites in the zeolite are occupied by
potassium K+, calcium Ca+, and or sodium Na+. By ionexchange process active components can
be placed within the carrier, which may provide three dimensional release functions, independent
of component concentration.
Optimum ion exchange conditions are required for maximum replacement of active component
into the carrier material. From the composition of a zeolite, a qualitative estimation of ion
exchange capacity can be determined. Concentration of active components available for ion
exchange, pH of the solution, contact time, temperature and number of ion exchange could be the
considered parameters. Controlled release of silver ions can take place for silver zeolite matrices,
whenever common environmental cations such as sodium, calcium and potassium become
available for exchange. The rate of release is further controlled because the mechanism of ion
exchange must be neutral with respect to charge, so silver release cannot happen unless another
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ion is available for exchange. Only in the presence of moisture silver elutes from zeolite.
Microorganisms do not survive long or propagate in very dry conditions, so silver is not released.
The duration of antimicrobial efficacy is thus elongated, as the active component is not
consumed when it is not needed (Craig, 2004).
The main advantages of the zeolite carrier are that it is stable under industrial and environmental
conditions and free metal ions are automatically available at the surface at a constant
concentration over periods of time. The mechanism of ion delivery is so efficient that the total
amount of inorganic metal is negligibly small and extremely safe. Because of the physical
attributes of the zeolite, ion concentration at the surface can be readily maintained within an
effective killing range for many years in a variety of settings (Cowan et al. 2003, Geleano et al.
2003, Rusin et al. 2003, Takai et al. 2002 , Kawahara et al. 2000, Morishita, 1998). Bacteria
show a low propensity to develop resistance against ionic silver (Schoenbaum et al. 1991). Metal
containing zeolites are manufactured as an ultrafine powder, which can be dry blended with
resin. FDA has approved silver zeolite coatings as safe for use in food packaging and coating on
medical devices (AglON Tech, 2004).
Many research studies have been done on the antimicrobial effect of silver but a few studies have
been done about the mechanisms by which silver particles exert this antimicrobial activity. As a
result, the mechanisms are not clearly understood. For bacteria commonly proposed mechanisms
are the release of silver ions (Hwang et al. 2008, Smetana et al. 2008) followed by the generation
of reactive oxygen spices, ROS (Hwang et al. 2008) and cell membrane damage (Choi and Hu,
2008, Raffi et al. 2008, Smetana et al. 2008, Sondi and Salopek, 2004). Some morphological
changes such as cytoplasm shrinkage and detachment of cell wall membrane, DNA condensation
and localization in an electron light region in the cell and leakage of intercellular content occur
due to cell membrane degradation (Fang et al. 2000, Jung et al. 2008).
While assessing antibacterial properties of silver, loaded in zeolite, aerobic and anaerobic
conditions are important. Formation of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) depends on the
availability of dissolved oxygen, which seems to influence the toxicity of silver nanoparticles
(Gao et al. 2009). Two recent studies demonstrated 7 log reduction in CFU from an initial
concentration against E.coli after 5 minutes of contact time with 333.3 pg/ml of Silver-loaded
zeolite (Inoue et al. 2002) and MIC of 78 pg/ml silver (Cowan et al. 2003).
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The objectives of this work were to optimize the conditions of ion exchange of zeolite with silver
nitrate and to characterize the coated chips with different treatment for making that coating
applicable for particular applications. The present study was undertaken to meet the growing
technological demand for eco-friendly processes and to develop a reliable method of formulating
effective ultrafme powder coated surfaces against microorganisms.

;

1

5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
5.2.1 Functionalization o f Zeolite
Natural zeolite LBN has been functionalized by using 0.05M silver nitrate solution for periods of
16, 24 and 36 hours with and without adjusting the pH of the solution. While adjusting pH level
during the ion exchange process, concentrate nitric acid was used to maintain a pH level of less
than 5.0. The ion exchange process was done by adapting the functionalization process as
indicated in chapter 3 of this report.
52.2 Powder Coating Procedure
Three different types of coated chips were prepared for this work using the procedures
mentioned in chapter 3 of this report. These are: a) samples made from commercially available
powder, and samples b) with ionexchanged zeolite containing silver and c) without silver.
Among the coated chips, the samples prepared from ultrafme powder without silver acted as the
control samples and the working chips were made by ultrafme powder with silver, incorporated.
The chips made by commercial powder were used for comparisons and ready reference.
5.2.3 Antibacterial Efficacy Testing Procedure
Procedure was followed according to ASTM E 2180-01 to evaluate the ultrafme powder coated
aluminum chips (working chips) for antibacterial efficacy test, mentioned in previous chapter. It
should be mentioned that all experiments were performed for three times and compared with the
commercial sample, as well as with the control sample.
5.2.4 Characterization
Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM, LEO, Zeiss, 540XB FIB/SEM) coupled with Energy
Dispersive X-ray. spectroscopy (EDX) micro-analyzer were used to observe the surface
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morphology and to get semi quantitative information about the elemental analysis with chemical
characterization before and after ion exchenge. SEM were done on the chips having following
different conditions: a) freshly prepared working chips, b) working chips after ten time exposure
with microorganism, c) working chips after 5 times autoclave and d) working chips exposed for
1000 hrs at the accelerated weather chamber. Three EDX readings were taken from each stub, to
get an average fractional value of the active metal incorporated therein. ICP-OES (Varian Vista
Pro Axial ICP) analyses were performed for confirmation of the amount of active component,
silver within all the zeolite samples after ionexchange with silver nitrate.
X-ray Diffraction, XRD was done by MiniFlex (Rigaku Corporation, Japan) to confirm the
crystallinity of zeolite before and after the ionexchange process. The XRD spectra were collected
on a powder diffractometer using radiation at 30 kV and 15 mA. The scans were run from 5°-80°
(2 theta degree), increasing at a step size of 0.05° and maintaining a counting time of 2sec. Data
were processed using the MDI-jade version 7.0 software for the calculation of crystallinity.
Colorimeter readings (L*, a*, and b* values) were measured with a Data Color 110 (NJ, USA)
according to ASTM Standards E308 of all powders including zeolites before and after ion
exchange. Same was also done with all the coated chips.
The working chips including control chips were autoclaved at 121 °C for 15 minutes at 15 psi
pressure immediately after exposures with microorganism and the same were repeated for five
times. The color changes of coated chips were recorded after every autoclave. Also the
morphological changes of the final treated chips after each autoclave were observed through
SEM.
Q-sun Xenon's Accelerated Light Stability and Weather Test Chamber (Q-Lab Corporation,
Ohio, USA) was used to test compatibility of the coated chips including control sample at
different weather conditions. Parameters those used as sensor were: UV 340nm, daylight filter,
Irradiance: 0.55 W/m (with 0.68 being the intensity of noon summer sunlight at 340nm),
Temperature: 65°C, black panel temperature and time cycles pattern of total 2 hours were
performed that consisted of a lhour and 42 minutes of light only plus 18 minutes of continuous
light and water spray. This pattern was used for total periods of 250, 500, 750 and 1000 hours.
The total procedures were done using the standards ASTM D6695 and D3451-06.
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5.2.5 Statistical Analysis
Minitab software version 16 was used for all the statistical analysis.
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.3.1 Optimization o f Ion exchange Process
Different ion exchange processes of natural zeolite- LBN with 0.05M silver nitrate were done by
changing time and adjusting pH to two different levels; one without adjusting pH and others by
keeping pH 4.8. The reason to adjusted pH at 4.8 to maximize natural precipitation limit
throughout the ion exchange process was to keep the silver in its monovalent form( Haile et al.
2010). The amount of silver in the ion exchanged zeolites was determined by elemental analysis
using ICP-OES. Change of ion exchange time and pH adjustment did not show much difference
among the amount of silver in zeolite at different conditions shown in Figure 5.1. By considering
the ion exchange time and amount of silver in zeolite, we have selected ultrafine powders
containing natural zeolite LBN which was ion exchanged for 24 hrs after pH adjustment (pH <5)
for the next experiment. This sample has been named as TJWO ultrafine antimicrobial powder'.
ICP-OES analysis shows 10.29% of silver in zeolite and the concentration of silver in the UWO
ultrafine coating powder is around 0.52%. The color of the coated chips was measured using
different zeolites containing ultrafine powder (data not shown). UWO powder coated chips show
the most acceptable clear coating compared to others.
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5.3.2

C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n o f I o n e x c h a n g e d 'Z e o lite , C a b a z ite

Figure 5.2 shows the SEM images of commercial sample (in frame A) and UWO ultrafine
antimicrobial powder (in frame B). In Figure 5.2, image A has some cubic structures that are
shown as the brighter parts, which we can be compared with the image of synthetic zeolite
shown in Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4 and the brighter part in image B is the natural zeolite shown in
Figure 4.3 of Chapter 4. The brighter parts are the silver in zeolite, which is confirmed by EDX
analysis shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: (A) SEM Images o f Commercial powder, (B) SEM Image o f UWO Ultrafine Powder

Figure 5.3: SEM and ED X o f Brighter Part in Zeolite Containing Silver in Ultrafine Powder
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XRD is a rapid analytical technique primarily used for phase identification of a crystalline
material which can provide information either as peak height intensity or as integrated intensity the area under the peak (Ashrafi, 2010). The crystalline structure of the natural zeolite (LBN)
matched with the standard XRD of cabazite (Treacy and Higgins, 2001). Ion exchange of
cabazite with 0.05M silver nitrate for 24 hrs by adjusting the pH with nitric acid below 5.0 also
showed the same trend as raw cabazite, since no change of peak position has taken place
(Masahiro et al.1974) as shown in Figure 5.4. XRD results are material dependent and more
related to the structural quality of the sample (Mohd et al. 2011). By using Jade 7, XRD data
conversion tool, crystallinity of raw and ion exchanged zeolite were calculated. Crystallinity of
raw zeolite by focusing peak area and height found to be 71.70% and 92.53% and for ion
exchanged zeolite, these were 82.60% and 95.56% respectively. XRD technique has been
utilized to detect changes in crystallinity along with the degree of crystallinity. Crystallinity was
found to have increased for ion exchanged zeolite, in case of both peak area and height. This is
may be due to the cross linking and realignment of molecular dipoles (Dinesh et al. 2011). There
is a relationship between intensity and crystallinity; intensity changes with the internal order or
disorder in matrix (Naoto, 2003).

Figure 5.4: XRD o f raw LBN and Functionalized LBN by 0.05MAgN03, 24hrs, pH<5.0

5.3.3

C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n o f C o a t e d C h ip s

The SEM image of fresh coated chips by ultrafine UWO formulated powder shows the uniform
distribution of coating materials on aluminum panel in Figure 5.5. EDX analysis of those coated
chips gives the silver percentage as 0.53, which can be correlated with the ICP-OES analysis
result shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.5: SEM Image and EDX Analysis o f Fresh Coated Chips with UWO Ultrafine Powder,
0.52% Ag
5.3.4 Durability Test o f Coated Chips by UWO Ultrafine Powder
There was a distinct color difference between the coated chips by natural zeolite with and
without pH adjustment (data not shown). The chips which were coated with the UWO ultra fine
powder showed better coating appearance when compared with the other coated chips. This
could be due to the increase ion exchange time and availability of silver ion in the monovalent
form. From color analysis we can draw the conclusion that the silver concentration is responsible
for the color intensity of the coating. Other research has also shown similar conclusions (Li-Hua
et al. 2010, Tao and Karl, 1994). Due to the enhanced ion exchanged time and presence of silver
in the monovalent form, greater amount of silver penetrated inside the zeolite. The durability test
of the coated chips showed (Ttable 1) almost 99% reduction at the 4th hour of exposure even
after 10th trial of antibacterial efficacy test.
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Figure 5.6: SEM Image o f Coated Chips After Durability Testfo r 10 trials (A), XRD o f Fresh
Coated Chip and Durability Tested Chip (B).

Table 5.1 : Durability Test ofUltrafine UWO Coated Chips up to 10 trails
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Figure 5.6A is the SEM image of UWO ultrafine coated chips used for durability test after 10
trails. There was no distinct difference between fresh coated chips as shown in figure 5A and the
treated one after the durability test in Figure 5.6A. The X-ray diffraction technique was used to
detect amorphous regions along with the crystallinity. Figure 5.6B shows the XRD pattern of
fresh coated chips and chips after durability test. Chips after durability tests showed a broad peak
confirming that the coating had changed their crystalline structure and had become amorphous in
nature which is comparable with other research (Karal ef al. 2011). By considering the peak
height, crystallinity of fresh coated chips was found 94.71%, whereas, the crystallinity of the
durability tested chips was 93.54%. This parameter that has been reduced only by 1.23% after 10
trails, was very negligible. Due to ion exchange of Cabazite with silver, crystallinity has
improved, as indicated before, the decrease of crystallinity after durability test is due to release
of silver ion from the coating.
5.3.5 Durability over Autoclave Treatment
Accelerated corrosion testing involves continuous autoclaving and exposure to microorganism
were carried out to simulate the service conditions for sterilization purpose. Autoclave testing of
protective coatings was done to compare competing coating products, to evaluate new coatings
and to determine the effect of corrosion, scale and chemical inhibitors on the coating integrity
(Senthilkumar and Vickraman, 2010). These tests were also carried out in order to monitor the
changes in surface morphology and phase composition of coatings which possessed the best and
the worst corrosion resistance.

These were characterised by SEM analysis, antimicrobial

efficiency and change of color of the coating. A very distinct morphological change took place
due to autoclave, shown in Figure 5.7 and comparable to the smooth surface morphology shown
in Figure 5.5. A flocculent structure with non uniform surface might have changed the
orientation of silver within the matrix, which could prevent, the silver to come in easy and
accessible contact with the microorganism. It seemed to have formed the oxides and resulted in
some weight gain of coating due to this adverse effect (Ying Chen et al. 2010). Antibacterial
efficacy tests also revealed the same conclusion as it gradually reduced its activity from 1st
autoclaving to 5th run as shown in figure 5.7. Color change of the coated chips was also
observed using color meter after every autoclaving run (data not shown). Coated samples lost
their initial color and became light brown. The natural color of silver oxide is brown. It should be
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mentioned that control coated chips which had no silver, did not show any color change. We also
observed that commercial coated chips (0.03% silver) showed very little color change during
autoclaving. It implies that due to the presence o f higher amount o f silver in the UWO
formulated coating higher color change has taken place. Based on these evidences we postulated
that conversion o f silver cations, present in the coating, into silver oxides is responsible for the
color change during autoclaving.
Silver thiosulphate which was used in the microbial testing tape decomposed to black silver
sulfide under the steam sterilization conditions (US patent, 4857450).

Figure 5.7: SEM Image After Autoclaving ofCoated Chips fo r 5 Times and Antibacterial
Efficacy Test

5.3.6 Effect o f Accelerated Weather on Durability
To predict the durability of coatings exposed to outdoor environments, accelerated weather
testing experiments were done. It is a laboratory simulation of the damaging forces of weather.
Depending upon the purpose and use of coating, any physical or chemical property could be used

j

to monitor the effects of weather. According to ISO 4582, general appearance, color change and
other chemical change, such as crystalline structure and antibacterial activity of the coating were
selected to measure the effect of weather in the accelerated condition. Essentially, if the light
source were equivalent to sunlight, the best correlation with natural exposure could be achieved.
The filtered xenon arc is believed to produce the best spectral power distribution similar to
sunlight in the UV and visible regions. The effects of moisture were related to the stresses of
swelling and drying and time scale of absorption (Brown, 1993).
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Figure 5.8 :SEM Image o f Accelerated Weather Tested Coated Chips after1000 hrs and
Antibacterial Efficacy Test o f Coated Chips Exposedfor Different Time Periods in the
Accelerated Weather Conditions Ranging from 250 hrs to 1000 hrs

Figure 5.9: XRD Analysis o f Fresh Coated Chips and Weather Tested Chips after lOOOhrs o f
Exposure
Figure 5.8 shows the results of antibacterial activity of coated chips exposed to for accelerated
weather conditions at different time periods. With an increased of time of exposure, antibacterial
activity reduced gradually. During heating, particle size of the coating increased. The diffraction
pattern of unused coated chips showed sharp reflections of relatively high amplitudes. The
increase in particle size of nanoclusters generally occurred due to the increase in temperature,
which would lead to lowering transition energy and change of crystal structure, and finally silver
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became loosely bonded (Basri et al. 2010). SEM image in figure 6 shows morphological change
of the coating surface from the freshly coated chips, shown in figure 5.3. A muzzy appearance
found in the SEM image, which led to prevent silver to release to counter act potential
antibacterial activities easily. Figure 5.9 shows the XRD of fresh coated chips and weather tested
chips after lOOOhrs of exposure. Crystallinity of weather testing coated chips found to be 92.96%
which was lower than that of the freshly coated chips, 94.71%. The decrease in crystallinity
could be due to the scission processes in the structure, led to the disruption in coating (Dinesh et
al. 2011). Crystallinity of polymers can increase greater levels of silver ion release, which leads
to greatly improved antibacterial activity when compared to the polymers with low crystallinity
(Kumar and Munstedt, 2005). But in this case, antibacterial activity reduced slowly, as shown in
Figure 5.9, this might be due to the unavailability of silver in adequate amounts within a short
time. Figure 5.9 showed a broad peak for weather tested coated chips, which confirmed the
coated chips became amorphous in nature (Karal et al. 2011) and increased amorphicity due to
scission at accelerated condition (Dinesh et al. 2011).
Color can be described and quantified by the system based on the CIE 1976 L*a*b* color
scale. These color scales give measurements of color in units of approximate visual uniformity
throughout the color solid. Where L* measures lightness approximately as the eye would
evaluate, and varies from 100 for perfect white to zero for black, a* measures redness when
positive, gray when zero and greenness when negative, b* measures yellowness when positive,
gray when zero and blueness when negative. From table 5.2 we could easily demonstrate that
Table 5.2: Color Determination o f Coated Chips After Different Time Exposure at the
Accelerated Weather Conditions
Time of exposure,
hrs

L* (Brightness)

a*(Redness)

b*(Yellowness)

81.99 ±0.085

-0.27±0.015

11.67±0.081

250

64.88±0.058

4.64±0.041

21.39±0.06

500

60.87±0.035

6.13±0.026

20.83±0.10

59.43±0.045

5.07±0.06

19.41±0.057

59.31±0.055

4.93±0.045

19.23±0.055

0

750
1000
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brightness went down over time of exposure when comparing the chips at Ohrs used as a control
sample. Simultaneously redness and yellowness was increased over time of exposure. This might
be due to the oxidation of silver in the coated chips since control chips did not have any silver, as
such any change of color occurred. Research shows that silver ion reduces to metallic silver over
time and presents a drastic color change to the substrate (Fang et al. 2006). This was due to the
loosely held cations in the zeolite framework.

5.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis of results shown in table 6 was done using Two way ANOVA' at 98%
confidence level. P value shows statistically significant figures for time. Analysis also gave
standard deviation and R2values that are 0.02,96% respectively ( Appendix table 16). ;

5.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Ion exchange of natural zeolite LBN, which is known as Chabazite was done by 0.05M silver
nitrate, for 24 hrs at pH below 5.0. pH adjustment is required to make silver available in the
monovalent form during ion exchange. The highest silver concentration within zeolite can be
achieved by 36 hours of ion exchange process with the adjustment of pH below 5.0 determined
by ICP-OES analysis. By considering the color of the coated chips of every samples and
effective time, we have selected the ion exchanged time for 24hrs with the adjustment of pH
below 5.0. The amount of silver in the final powder is 0.52%. EDX analysis of the coated chips
also showed almost the same amount of silver in the coating.
Natural zeolite with silver containing ultrafine powder and commercially available powder can
be differentiated from the SEM image, as the commercial sample has some cubic bright
structures and other samples have irregular shaped bright part.
XRD of silver containing natural zeolite matched with the standard XRD of Chabazite.
Crystallinity of ion exchanged zeolite with silver nitrate showed improved results over raw
zeolite, which was due to the cross linking and realignment of molecular dipoles.
The SEM image of freshly coated chips by ultrafine UWO formulated powder showed the
uniform distribution of coating materials on aluminum panel in figure 3. EDX analysis of those
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coated chips gave the silver percentage of 0.53, which can be correlated with the ICP-OES
analysis result.
Durability tests done up to ten times showed maximum reduction of microorganism within 4
hours of exposure. SEM images showed no distinct differences between fresh coated chips and
the treated for durability test chips. X-ray diffraction technique was used to detect amorphous
regions along with the crystallinity. Broad peak for both cases confirmed the amorphous nature.
Crystallinity of the durability test chips showed some reduction compared to the crystallinity of
the fresh coated chips.
The formulated surface can be applied to the medical devices, which need to be sterilized
continuously. We have checked the antibacterial activity and color of the coated chips after
repeated autoclaving up to five times. The SEM image showed the morphological change of
autoclave treated coatings due to constant pressure and temperature levels. But antibacterial
efficacy tests with color analysis revealed the deterioration of the coating.
To predict the durability, the accelerated weather tests were performed by a laboratory
simulation process. This treatment showed the same results as autoclave tests. The decrease in
crystallinity could be due to scission processes in the structure, leading to the disruption in
coating. No change of color occurred at the control sample, which indicated that silver is
responsible for the color change.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 CONCLUSIONS
Antimicrobial efficiency due to the presence of inorganic silver ion shows promising results in
the field of ultrafme powder coatings. In this research, uniform smooth surfaces were produced
by using clear polyester TGIC resin system with no fillers or pigments. Inorganic antimicrobial
additives incorporated with natural zeolite LBN, which is also known as chabazite, were dry
blended with the ultrafme resin powder. After extrusion it became the first antimicrobial powder
coating system of its kind. The unique coatings produced on aluminum substrates possessed the
ability to inactivate Escherichia coli at an average population of 107 cfu/ml. A proven reduction
of over 99% was observed within only a couple of hours of contact under ideal bacterial growth
conditions. These coatings proved to be equal to or outperform the best industrial antimicrobial
coatings at first trial. Moreover, the durability tests even after ten consecutive uses shows
promising results. The coated chips were characterized by checking the effectiveness against
autoclave tests and accelerated weather tests followed by the antibacterial activity for each
condition. It was proven that UWO antimicrobial coatings revealed superior longevity and
impressive functionality over industrial coatings in use even under worst environmental
conditions. The goal to develop simple, highly durable, effective antimicrobial ultrafme powder
coatings was achieved in this research project.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
There are many aspects that may be considered for future work:

* Evaluate the effectiveness of ionexchange conditions with synthetic zeolites
* Conduct similar studies with dry blended nano additives (Zhu and Zhang, 2004; U.S. Patent
6,833,185) to increase surface area and effectiveness of antimicrobial additives by enhancing
the fluidization of powder.
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Incorporate antimicrobial additives during extrusion of resin powder and conduct similar
testing to evaluate the advantages/disadvantages of dry blending additives of antimicrobial
ultrafme powder coatings
Conduct studies with photo-catalytic agents into powder coatings at minimal UV exposure
similar to normal room conditions to compare against silver species
Direct research into the biomedical engineering field and initialize in vitro testing of functional
antimicrobial surfaces by ultrafme powder coatings and present results for applications of
biomaterials and accompanied cytotoxicity.
Conduct the durability test in water immersion and leaching or chemical damaging test
Evaluate the antimicrobial effectiveness of UWO powder coatings against other strains of
bacteria including Staphylococcus aureus as this type is gram positive and most popular for
nosocomial infections.

APPENDIX
Bacterial Culture Propagation procedure

Escherichia coli strain ATCC 35339 was purchased from American Type Culture Collection
as the freeze dried form. According to enclosed instructions (aseptic environment) the vial
containing the bacterium in this freeze dried form was opened. To cover and rehydrate the entire
pellet 1 mL of broth (tryptone and sodium chloride) was used. 1 mL of rehydrated pellets was
then transferred from the vial into a 500 mL flask containing 50 mL recommended broth. The
flask was then incubated for 24 hours, at 37°C. After incubation two different actions were then
performed with the cultured flask:

i) The 50 mL cultured bacteria flask was then mixed with 50 mL glycerol which was transferred
into 50 vials for store in the freezer until needed. Frozen vials were propagated every few months
to ensure viability of bacteria. Contents of frozen vials, once rehydrated, would be transferred
into 20-30 mL recommended broth and inoculated.

ii) Several drops of the inoculation from the flask were used to inoculate agar plates. The plates
were inoculated for 24 hours at 37°C. The initial plates were then streaked onto new plates using
standard microbiological practices to achieve dilution of E. coli and essentially achieve healthy
individual colonies for storage. New plates were streaked at least once a month to guarantee a
viable working strain of bacteria free of contamination.
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Table 1: Particle Size Analysis by BT-9300s System

POWDER DESCRIPTION

PARTICLE SIZE
(D50, pm)

Polyester Resin

18.81

Raw Natural Zeolite(LBN)

2.62

Natural Zeolite (LBN) with 1.94 % Silver

3.56

Natural Zeolite (LBN) with 9.94 %Silver

2.90

Resin Powder with 0.49% Silver in LBN

20.70

Raw Natural ZeoIite(LBC)

1.57

Natural Zeolite(LBC) with 1.76 % Silver

3.45

Natural Zeolite(LBC) with 9.21 % Silver

1.78

Resin Powder with 0.46% Silver in LBC

21.64

Raw Synthetic Zeolite

4.17

Synthetic Zeolite with 2.6% Silver

3.41

Synthetic Zeolite with 13.26% Silver

3.05

Resin Powder with 0.13% Silver in Synthetic Zeolite

20.59

Resin Powder with 0.66% Silver in Synthetic Zeolite

22.34

Raw Chinese Zeolite

1.43

Chinese Zeolite with 0.8% Silver

3.21

Chinese Zeolite with 4.0% Silver

2.7

Resin Powder with 0.2% Silver in Synthetic Zeolite

2.37

Commercial sample with 0.03% Silver

33.35
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T ab le 2: E lem en ta l A n a lysis (E D X ) o f R a w S yn th etic Z eo lite a n d Ion exch a n g ed Z eo lite with
0 .0 5 M A g N O rfo r 16 h rs

Element

C

0

Na

A1

Si

Os

Ag

Before Ion exchange
Mean
Standard
Weight, %
Deviation
1.77
1.73
0.120968
1.82
1.59
52.34
51.64
0.767072
51.76
50.82
0.37
14.16
14.23
13.76
14.49
0.761774
14.29
14.56
14.88
13.43
15.32
15.23
0.334215
15.51
14.86
0.110604
2.94
2.95
3.07
2.85
0
0
0
0
0

j
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After Ion exchange
Weight, %
Mean
Standard
Deviation
5.446667
5.47
0.097125
5.34
5.53
43.44
43.41
0.465725
43.86
42.93
7.04
6.83
0.313209
6.47
6.98
12.92
0.323316
12.97333
13.32
12.68
14.92
15.05333
0.125831
15.17
15.07
4.776667
0.145029
4.78
4.92
4.63
0.153948
11.5
11.67
11.46
11.37

T able 3:. E lem en ta l A n a ly sis (E D X ) o f R a w N a tu ra l Z eolite, L B N a n d Io n exch an ged Z eolite
with 0 .05M A g N O i f o r 16 h rs

Element

C

0

Na

Mg

A1

Si

Fe

Os

Ag

Before Ion exchange
Weight, %
Mean
Standard
Deviation
4.87
4.87
0.11
4.76
4.98
46.07
45.84
0.198578
45.78
45.69
2.17
2.09
0.161967
2.36
2.07
0.44
0.47
0.041633
0.52
0.46
7.24
7.15
0.090185
7.16
7.06
25.24
25.17
0.088882
25.34
25.21
0.378021
3.54
3.97
3.26
3.39
0.21
10.7
10.7
10.49
10.91
0
0
0
0
0

f’
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After Ion exchange
Weight, %
Mean
Standard
Deviation
6.08
0.345012
6.08
6.42
5.73
45.71
0.275015
45.99
45.98
46.26
1.04
1.02
0.081854
0.93
1.09
0.39
0.052915
0.33
0.29
0.31
6.39
6.36
0.137477
6.21
6.48
22.81
0.138924
22.97
22.72
22.74
0
0
0
0
0
7.31
0.120139
7.43
7.32
7.19
10.11
0.12897
10.25
10.07
10

T ab le A: E lem en ta l A n a ly sis (E D X )o f R a w N a tu ra l Z eolite, L B C a n d Io n exch a n g ed Z eolite
with 0 .0 5 M A g N O 3f o r 16 hrs

Element

0

Na

Mg

A1

Si

K

Ca

Fe

Os

Ag

Before Ion exchange
Weight, %
Mean
Standard
Deviation
50.34
49.35 '
1.085833
<
48.19
49.53
1.59
0.111355
1.71
1.49
1.57
0.95
0.065574
1.02
0.94
0.89
0.105987
8.14
8.24
8.35
8.22
0.300222
31.79
31.80
32.11
31.51
0.6
0.043589
0.65
0.57
0.58
1.033333
0.105987
1.05
0.92
1.13
0.171561
4.813333
4.97
4.63
4.84
1.63
0.070946
1.71
1.57
1.62
0
0
0
0
0
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After Ion exchange
Weight, %
Mean
Standard
Deviation
38.93
38.69
0.250599
38.43
38.71
0.73
0.67
0.06
0.61
0.67
0
0
0
0
0
6.92
7.06
0.151767
6.95
6.76
0.242693
25.06
24.79
24.72
24.59
0
0
0
0
0
0.043589
0.62
0.57
0.55
0.54
0
0
0
0
0
0.100167
6.69
6.77
6.58
6.73
12.08
0.185203
11.89
12.09
12.26

T ab le 5: E lem en ta l A n a ly sis(E D X )o f R a w C hinese N a tu ra l Z eo lite a n d Ion exch a n g ed Z eolite
with 0 .0 5 M A g N O ifo r 16 hrs

Element

C

0

A1

Si

Ca

Os

Ag

Before Ion exchange
Standard
Mean
Weight, %
Deviation
3.8
0.153948
3.76
3.67
3.97
0.145258
52.78
52.93
52.94
53.07
0.215484
7.15
7.073
6.83
7.24
0.257164
27.12
27.31
26.83
27.23
4.94
4.73
0.205508
4.71
4.53
4.34
0.137477
4.46
4.37
4.19
0
0
0
0
0

After Ion exchange
Standard
Weight, %
Mean
Deviation
0.52
0.46
0.065574
0.47
0.39
50.16
0.155027
50.31
50.47
50.31
0.098489
7.56
7.48
7.37
7.51
0.261598
29.77
30.01
29.98
30.29
0.130128
4.79
4.66
4.67
4.53
0.15
3.31
3.16
3.16
3.01
0.135277
3.91
3.92
3.79
4.06

r-2
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T able 6: D u ra b ility o f N a tu ra l Z eo lite L B N C oated C hips A fter 5 -7 tim es R ep ea ted Testing
with W ashing

Time,
hr
E.coli
0
0.19
0.28
0.24
1

2

3

4

24

0.022
0.018
0.015
0.000
2
0.000
1
0.000
1
0.000
0
0.000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

No. of Microorganism (E. co//)present at every exposure, 10ycfu/ml
5th exposure
6th exposure
7th exposure
STDEV E.coli
Mean
Mean
STDEV E.coli
Mean
STDEV
0.0450
0.24
9
0.21
0.26
0.04358
0.31
0.29
0.02081
0.29
0.27
0.28
0.28
0.0035
0.07333 0.02516
0.03251
0.0183
1
0.1
3
6
0.02
0.033
2
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.009
0.0001
0.02666 0.00513
2 .
4.5E-05
0.022
0.018
0.004
0.031
7
8

1.3E-05

1.5E-05

0

0

0

0

0.018

0.021

0.014
0.000
1
0.000
2
0.000
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.028
0.000
9
0.001
3

0.00019

'•i

i
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4.58E05

0

0

0

0

0.001
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.00106
7

0.00020
8

0

0

0

0

T able 7: D u ra b ility o f N a tu ra l Z eo lite L B N C oated C hips after 8-10 Tim es R ep ea ted Testing
with W ashing

Time,
hr
0

1

2

3

4

24

■
E.coli
0.27
0.21
0.18
0.06
0.09
0.06
0.002
0.003
0.0029
0.00009
0.00016
0.0001
0
0
0
0
0
0

No. of Microorganism (E. co//)present at every exposure, 10ycfu/ml
ith exposure
9th exposure
0th exposure
Mean
STDEV E.coli
Mean
STDEV
E.coli
Mean
STDEV
0.22 0.04582
0.22 0.17333 0.04509
0.27 0.29666 0.02309
0.17
0.31
0.13
0.31
0.07 0.01732
0.013
0.0106 0.00208
0.04 0.04433 0.03371
0.009
0.08
0.01
0.013
0.00263 0.00055
0.026
0.021 0.004359
0.0018 0.001233 0.000513
0.018
0.0011
0.019
0.0008
0.000117 3.7E-05
0.0007 0.000265 0.00005
0.001
0.00002 2.65E-05
0.0005
0.00001
0.0006
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0

Table 8: Statistical Analysis o f (table 6-7) Durability o f Natural Zeolite LBN Coated Chips
After Repeated Testing and Washing (at 98% level o f confidence )
Two-way ANOVA: Microorganism versus Time, Exposure
Source of variation

Time, hr
No of Exposure
Error
Total

Degrees of
Freedom,
DF
5
5
25
35

Sum of
Squares, SS

Mean Square,
* MS

F ratio

P- Value

0.288449
0.003550
0.012250
0.304248

0.0576897
0.0007101
0.0004900

117.74
1.45

0.000
0.242

S = 0.02214 R-Sq = 95.97% R-Sq(adj) = 94.36%
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T ab le 9: D u ra b ility o f N a tu ra l Z eo lite L B C C oated C hips A fte r 5 -7 Tim es R ep ea ted Testing
with W ashing

Time
hr
0

1

2

3

4

24

No. of Microorganism (E. co//)present at every exposure, 10vcfu/ml
5t i exposure
6th exposure
7th exposure
E.coli
Mean STDEV
E.coli
Mean
STDEV
E.coli
Mean
STDEV
0.31
0.2766 0.04163
0.31
0.27
0.03605
0.3
0.2666 0.04932
0.23
0.24
0.21
0.29
0.26
0.29
0.02
0.0466 0.02516
0.12
0.06666 0.04725
0.13
0.1333 0.04509
0.07
0.05
0.18
0.05
0.03
0.09
0.002
0.0009
0.0012 0.00041
0.00216 0.00047
0.02
0.0266 0.00585
0.0017
0.0018
0.029
0.0011
0.002
0.031
0.021
0.0004
0.0002
0.0031
0.0027 0.0004
0.0133 0.00680 0.0006
0.011
0.0023
0.0001
0.008
0.0005
0.0028
0.0007
0.00021
0.00008 4 .3 E -0 5 3 .2 1E -05
0.0004
0.000265
0 .0 0 0 1 7
3.61E -05
0.00002
0.00014
0.0009
0
0.0008
0.00016
0.00003
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

j'
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T ab le 10: D u ra b ility o f N a tu ra l Z eo lite L B C C oated C hips A fte r 8-10 Tim es R ep ea ted Testing
with W ash in g

T im e ,
hr

N o . o f M ic ro o rg a n is m (£ . c o //)p re s e n t at e v e ry e x p o s u re , 10ycfu /m l
8 th e x p o s u re
9 th e x p o su re
10th e x p o su re
E .c o li
M ean
STDEV
E .c o li
M ean
STDEV
E .c o li
M ean
STD EV
0.31
0 .2 7 6 6 6
0 .0 4 1 6 3
0 .2 9
0 .2 6 3 3 3
0 .0 3 7 8 5
0.11
0 .1 7 3 3 3
0 .0 6 0 2 7

0

1

" 0.2 3

0 .2 2

0 .2 9

0 .2 8

0 .0 1 5

0 .0 1 1 3 3

0.0 0 3 5 1

0 .0 0 2 8 6

0 .0 0 3 1

0 .0 0 0 3 2

0 .0 0 1 2 3

0 .0 0 0 4 9

0 .0 0 1 8

0 .0 0 4 5 8

3 .7 E -0 5

0 .0 0 0 4
0 .0 0 0 8

0 .0 0 0 1 5

0 .0 0 1 3
0

0

0

0 .0 5 8 5 9

0 .0 1 5

0 .0 0 5 2 9

0 .0 1 5

0 .0 0 6

0 .0 0 2 3 3 3

0 .0 0 0 3 5 1

0

0

0.021
0 .0 1 3

0.011
0 .0 0 2 1 3 3

0 .0 0 9

0 .0 0 0 3 5 1

0.021

0.0021
0 .0 0 0 1 0 7

0 .0 0 0 0 9
0

0 .0 2 4

0 .0 0 2 5

0 .0 0 0 9

0 .2 1 3 3 3

0 .1 7

0 .0 2 5

0.001
0 .0 0 1 8
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0 .2 8

0 .0 2 8

0 .0 0 3

0 .0 0 0 0 8

0 .0 3 5 1 1

0 .1 9

0 .0 1 9

0 .0 0 2 5

4

0 .0 9 3 3 3

0 .0 6
0 .0 9

0.011

3

0 .2 3

0.13

0 .0 0 8
2

0 .1 8

0 .0 1 5
0 .0 0 0 8 3 3

0 .0 0 0 4 5 1

0 .0 0 2 3
0 .0 0 2 7
0 .0 0 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 11: Statistical Analysis o f (table 9-10 ) Durability o f Natural Zeolite LBC Coated Chips
After Repeated Testing with Washing (At 98% level o f confidence)
Two-way ANOVA: No of organism versus Time, Exposure
Source of variation

Time, hr
1 No of Exposure
Error
Total

Degrees of
Freedom,
DF
5 '
'
5
25
35

Sum of
Squares, SS

Mean Square,
MS

F ratio

P- Value

0.309029
0.002024
0.031985
0.343037

0.0618057
0.0004047
0.0012794

48.31
0.32

0.000
0.898

S = 0.03577 R-Sq = 90.68% R-Sq(adj) = 86.95%
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T ab le 12: N o o f M icro o rg a n ism G row on th e C on trol Sam ple
* T im e , h r

N o . o f M ic r o o r g a n is m (E . col'i) p r e s e n t a t e v e r y e x p o s u r e , 10yc fu /m l
C o n tr o l u s e d f o r L B N

0

1

E .c o li

M ean

STD EV

E .c o li

M ean

STDEV

0 .2 9

0 .2 5

0 .0 5 1 3 1 6

0 .2 9

0 .2 5

0 .0 4

0 .4 3

0 .1 5 2 7 5 3

2 .7 7

0 .3 2 1 4 5 5

21

3 .6 0 5 5 5 1

2 0 .3 3

3 .5 1 1 8 8 5

2 0 .3 3

4 .1 6 3 3 3 2

0 .1 9

0.21

0 .2 6

0 .2 5

0 .3 3

2

0 .3 2

0 .3 3

0 .4
2 .1 4

0 .3 2 1 4 5 5

2 .9

2

2 .4

2 .5

3
1 7 .3 3

3 .5 1 1 8 8 5

17

17

24

14

22

22

24

0.3
0 .6

21

4

0 .0 1 7 3 2 1

0 .3

1.9

3

C o n tr o l u s e d f o r L B C

1 8 .6 7

2 .8 8 6 7 5 1

17

17

24

17

20

18

2 1 .3 3

3 .0 5 5 0 5

24
22

25
19

■

17

Table 13: No o f Microorganism on Freshly Coated Chips and After Autoclave
Time,
hr
0
j
1

2

No. of Microorganism {E. co//)present at every exposure, (after autoclave) 10ycfu/ml
0 time Autoclave
1st time Autoclave
2nd time Autoclave
E.coli
Mean
STDEV E.coli
Mean
STDEV
E.coli Mean STDEV
0.28
0.09
0.3
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.223333

0
0

0.115902

0
0

0.21
0.28
0.23
0.007
0.002

0.24

0.036056

0.003333

0.003215

0

0

0.001
0
0
0
85

0.22
0.17
0.12
0.016
0.0079
0.0031
0
0 .
0

0.17

0.05

0.009

0.00652

0

0

T able 14: N o o f M icro o rg a n ism A fte r A u toclave

Time
,h r

No. of Microorganism (E. co//)present at every exposure, (after autoclave) 109cfu/ml
3rd time Autoclave
4th time Autoclave
5th time Autoclave
Mean
E.coli
SID E E.coli
Mean
STDEV E.col
Mean
STDEV

0

0.32
0.29 0.0305
0.29 0.22666 0.05686 0.21 0.18666 0.02081
0.28
0.21
0.17
0.26
0.18
0.18
0.021
0.014 0.0065 0.024 0.02766 0.00404 0.09
0.07 0.02645
0.013
0.032
0.04
0.008
0.027
0.08
0.0029
0.0023 0.0005 0.013 0.00696 0.00532
0.02 0.02133 0.00321
0.0019
0.005
0.01
j
0.0021
0.002
0.02
,
0.00021 0.00012
9.6E- 0.001 0.00206 0.00056
0.01 0.01366 0.00305
0.00001
0.002
0.01
0.00014
0.001
0.01
0.002
0
0
0
0.0015
0.0006 0.01 0.01366 0.00351
0
0.000
0.01
0
0.001
0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
,x

1

2

3

4

24
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Table 15: Antibacterial Efficacy Test o f Coated Chips Exposedfo r Different Time at the
Accelerated Weather Conditions fo r 250 hrs to 1000 hrs
Ti
me,
hr
0

1

2

3

4

24

No. of Microorganism
After 250 hrs
E.c Mean STD
0.21 0.233 0.032
0.27
0.22
0.00 0.001 0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.000 0,000
0.00
0.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0

(E. co//)present at every
After 500 hrs
E.col Mean STD
0.22 0.256 0.040
0.3
0.25
0.13 0.086 0.037
0.07
0.06
0.01 0.022 0.006
0.02
0.02
0.00 0.002 0.000
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.000 0.000
0.00
0.00
0
0 0
0
0

exposure, (after certain time) 10ycfu/ml
After 750 hrs
After 1000 hrs
E.c Mean STD
E.c Mean STD
0.2 0.156 0.061 0.28 0.213 0.21
0.1
0.15
0.0
0.21
0.1 0.123 0.035 0.17 0.186 0.19
0.0
0.26
0.1
0.13
0.0 0.033 0.025 0.05 0.022 0.02
0.0
0.01
0.0
0.00
0.0 0.020 0.008 0.03 0.026 0.02
0.02
0.0
0.02
0.0
0.0 0.006 0.003 0.00 0.002 0.00
0.00
0.0
0.00
0.0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0

Table 16: Statistical Analysis o f Durability o f Natural Zeolite LBN Coated (by 0.05M AgNC>3
fo r 24 hrs, pH below 5) Chips After Repeated Testing with Washing (At 98% level o f
confidence)
Two-way ANOVA: No of Microorganism versus Time, Trial
Mean Square,
Sum of Squares,
Degrees of
Source of
MS
Freedom,
SS
Variation
DF
0.103333
0.516667
Time, hr
5
0.000566
0.005091
No of Exposure
9
0.000436
0.019613
45
Error
0.541371
Total
59
S = 0.02088 R-Sq = 96.38% R-Sq(adj) = 95.25%
87

F ratio

P- Value

237.09
1.30

0.00
0.266

